Option 2 – ‘new funding arrangements’ *
Project
number
2019/01
2019/02

Name of Project / Activity

Total costs for
IMPEL

Supporting IED implementation 2019

2019/03

Onshore oil and gas regulation and lessons learned for other
subsurface activities
Lessons Learnt from Accidents seminar

2019/04

NCP Best Practice Meeting & Conference 2019

2019/05

Waste management and Circular Economy

2019/06

Plastics and the ‘Chinese Ban’

2019/07

Ship Recycling

2019/08

EWEN – ‘European WEEE Enforcement Network’

2019/09

Safeguarding the Water Environment throughout Europe, phase 5

2019/10

Integrated water approach & Urban Water, phase 2

2019/11

Water Crimes, phase 2 **

2019/12

Mining Waters pollution and impact

2019/13

Land spreading & Soil Contamination

2019/14

Prioritisation of inspection in agriculture **

2019/15

Water & Land conference 2019 **

2019/16

IKB Exchange of Intelligence (IMPEL-ESIX)

2019/17

Hunting tourism

2019/18

Development of a planning tool for inspections of Natura 2000 sites

2019/19

Expert team meeting & Network activities

2019/20

EU Plan Wildlife trafficking

2019/21

Advances in the Regulatory Toolkit

2019/22
2019/23

Advances in the uses of technology in environmental & regulatory
monitoring
Criteria for the Assessment of Environmental Damage

2019/24

Environmental Incident Public Communications

2019/25

Cross Cutting Expert Team

2019/26

IMPEL Review Initiative (IRI) Programme 2019

€ 90,000

€ 90,000

€ 90,000

€ 90,000

€ 90,000

€50,000

* Please note that if the General Assembly decides to opt for the funding arrangements being offered by the
European Commission then this will be the configuration of the work programme.
** Please note that the following Terms of Reference were not submitted by the deadline and no ToR
document exists for the General Assembly to make a decision upon.

TOR Reference No.: 2019-01
Version: 90K

Author(s): Horst Büther / Florin Homorean
Date: 16 November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Mutual joint visits of industry inspectors and regulators to achieve a level playing field
implementation of the IED 2019 (90K)

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Supporting IED Implementation 2019
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2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Industrial Emissions Directive (IED)
BAT Reference Documents and BAT Conclusions
Air Quality Directive
Seveso III Directive

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (Background, motivations, aims, etc.)

Industrial production processes account for a considerable share of the overall pollution in Europe
due to their emissions of air pollutants, discharges of waste water and the generation of waste. The
Industrial Emissions Directive 2010/75/EU of the European Parliament and the Council (IED) is the
main EU instrument regulating emissions from industrial installations. The IED aims to achieve a
high level of protection of human health and the environment taken as a whole by reducing harmful
industrial emissions across the EU, in particular through better application of Best Available
Techniques (BAT). Around 50,000 installations undertaking industrial activities listed in Annex I of
the IED are required to operate in accordance with a permit (granted by the authorities in the
Member States). This permit should contain conditions set in accordance with the principles and
provisions of the IED. The 2014/2015 and more recently 2017 Implementation Challenge project of
IMPEL, the Industry and Air Expert Team, and consultations with the European Commission
identified a lot of unresolved problems in the implementation of industrial regulation, and
specifically on the intensive rearing of poultry or pigs.
The intensive rearing of poultry or pigs will be topic of a sub-group of the IED Implementation
project. BAT Conclusions: Commission implementing decision (EU) 2017/302 of 15 February 2017
establishing best available techniques (BAT) conclusions, under Directive 2010/75/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council, for the intensive rearing of poultry or pigs.
The European Committee of the Regions (CoR) – in the draft opinion on Environmental
Implementation Reviews (EIR)
19.
stresses the need to incorporate the implementation of the Industrial Emissions Directive
into the next round of the Review. In this respect, the IMPEL network should have a more
prominent role in the process in order to support the collection of good practices for 2019.
2019 is the fifth year in a row of the IMPEL IED Implementation project. It has become a very
successful IMPEL activity attracting a lot of environmental officers from numerous European
countries. In the last years more and more participants joined the project meetings on own costs
because of the restricted project budget. In 2018 between 30 and 40 participants joined the project
meetings. This is a clear indicator that there is need for exchange on IED topics between the
European competent authorities with responsibility for IED implementation. The IED
Implementation project has established itself meanwhile as one of the main long running activities
of the IMPEL network.
One of the highlights of the last years activities are the joint inspections under the IED
Implementation project. Meanwhile there were joint inspections of installations falling under: steel
production, refining of crude oil, waste processing, energy production, aluminium production,
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rearing of pigs, animal feed production, chemical industry, waste oil refining, soft drink production
and cement industry. During these inspections inspectors from the host country are joined by
inspectors from IMPEL member countries to exchange expert views and learn from each other. The
results are compiled and used to improve the inspections. There is always more interest from
inspectors to join than places for participation. The joint inspections will go on in 2019.
Although climate change is not explicitly mentioned in EU legislation for IED, article 7 covers
accident prevention that climate change and increasing severe weather may impact. Industry and
business are vulnerable to extreme weather events and the number of these is expected to increase
with climate change. Environmental regulation in the future will require facilities to consider and
be resilient to extreme weather. The Environment Agency for England has done some work on the
Integration of climate change adaptation into regulatory practice - ICCARP - and they form a subgroup in close connection to the IMPEL IED Implementation project. The (core) project team
members will also be members of the IED Implementation project and they will discuss the topic
and the results at the IED project team meetings and form an ICCARP topic at the planned
workshop.
In the last three years, the project team has developed a lot of good practice examples that were
put into a specially designed guidance book. This book not only contains guidance from the running
project but also from previous and related IMPEL projects dealing with issues of industrial
regulation. The IED project itself developed in sub-groups good practice examples for the following
topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Translation of BAT Associated Emission Levels (AELs) into Emission Limit Values
Levels of non-compliance; publication of inspection reports
Bankruptcy and temporary or definitive cessation of activity in IED installations
Self-monitoring and reporting obligations of the operators
Tools for regulating IED installations
Joint inspections
Definitions [in legislation]
Horizontal aspects of permitting
Minimum content of IED inspections
Feedback from the inspector in the BREF-cycle
How to check industrial waste water BAT
Going beyond BAT (application of Article 18)
General binding rules
Application of BAT in four years
Narrative BAT
Capacity building by e-learning

During the 2019 project, other issues will be addressed, and good practices identified (further
detailed under see 2.4).
In 2018 the IED Implementation project again had a common project meeting and a common
workshop with the IMPEL project “Doing the right things (DTRT) in the permitting process”. During
these meetings the common guidance based on the permitting cycle and the inspection cycle of
DTRT was developed further. Based on the guidance elaborated in 2017 the IED Implementation
project has delivered fact sheets for the different steps of the regulatory cycles. As a result internet
based guidance for industrial permitting and inspection will be created on the IMPEL website and
shall be used as basic concept for the IRI’s and as training material for competent authorities. Both
projects will finish the preparation end of 2018. In 2019 additional good practise examples, reports
and fact sheets coming from the IED Implementation project will be added to the regulatory cycles
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on the IMPEL website (see 2.4).

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
A general goal of the project is to establish the project team as a core group of the Industry and Air
Expert Team and a sustainable cooperation of European enforcement authorities. This includes:
improvement of the IED implementation in Europe; raising the percentage of BAT application
through common understanding and expert exchange, fast exchange of solutions concerning
implementation problems; facilitating implementation; joint inspections; web applications and
tools; invited speakers of related projects and activities outside IMPEL; feedback to the COM on
implementation of the IED; new ways of identifying implementation challenges.
A lot of these general goals have already been achieved, e. g. a vivid exchange of problems and
solutions via Basecamp, discussions with stakeholders of related projects, of the Seveso Expert
Group, of the Joint Research Centre (BAT), and the Commission. In the last three years the common
understanding of problems and solutions within the project group has grown intensely. In 2018 the
development of training material for competent authorities has started in from of an e-learning tool
with the generous support of the Italian ISPRA. A training session shall be performed using this
material in 2019 and shall be organised like the IRAM trainings which had been carried out several
times per year since 2012 in IMPEL member countries.
A lot of good practice has already been developed by IMPEL projects in the last years and put into
the guidance book on IED implementation. There are still a lot of issues identified by the
Implementation Challenge project, IMPEL member countries, the European Commission, and the
project and workshop participants. The identified topics for further developing good practice are:
• Application of BAT within 4 years after publication of BAT conclusions (timetable)
• What is a significant change of a permit
• Streamlining IED and EIA permits
• Integrated permits (one stop shop)
• How to deal with other than normal operating conditions
• Concentration vs. mass emission limits
• Inspection content of installations dealing with VOC and falling under the IED
• Non-routine inspections
• Public participation and access to justice
• Climate change adaptation (see 2.3)
• Better control of IED farming activities (see 2.3)
• Broadening the scope of joint inspections (see 2.3)
At every project meeting and during the workshop the IED implementation of the host
country/authority is presented and discussed by the project members. This gives a fast and good
overview on the approaches in different European countries and is a good addition to the IMPEL
IRIs.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
Projects dealing with the IED in a broader sense but also the IRIs and the DTRT and easyTools
projects are linked to this activity. The results and good practices of former projects dealing with
industrial issues are already included in the IED Implementation Guidance Book. The project
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managers of related projects were invited to meetings of the IED Implementation project to give a
presentation and discuss how their results could be included into the guidance.
These projects are:
• Derogations from BAT in IED permits
• IED baseline report on soil and ground water contamination
• IED and Habitat Directive
• Doing the right things in (IED) the permitting process
• IPPC and Water Framework Directive
• Integrated water approach
• Air quality and industrial emissions
In addition, a representative of the Technical Working Group on Inspections of the Seveso Expert
Group was also invited to exchange the experiences of these related approaches.
In 2019 three additional sub-groups that were planned originally as standalone projects shall deal
with questions of IED Implementation within the Industry and Air Expert Team: IED Inspections,
Climate Change Adaptation and BAT-Conclusions in the Intensive Rearing of Poultry or Pigs (see
2.3).

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
In 2019 there will be two project meetings and one workshop. During the project meetings and the
workshop the host countries will give a presentation of the IED implementation in their countries.
Guidance and best practice examples that have already been developed in the first years of the
project and from other projects has been put into a form and into factsheets that are useful for the
guidance on the IMPEL website. This work is not finished will go on in 2019.
Priority topics from the issues described in 2.4 will be chosen by the project group for the
development of solutions and guidance by sub-groups of the project. These topics will also be
discussed and developed further during a workshop of the project. Coming from that further
guidance will be prepared as described above.
The package of training material will be extended and put on the internet for direct use of
competent authorities. A first face to face training will be performed in 2019. The extended joint
inspections (see 2.3) will remain an important part of the discussion and development within the IED
Implementation project. Also, the steering of the ICCARP sub-group and BAT-Conclusions in the
Intensive Rearing of Poultry or Pigs sub-group (see 2.3) will be an important part of the project
meetings and the workshop.
Project managers of related projects will also be invited to the workshop to present and discuss the
results of their projects. In addition members of the Commission will also be invited to discuss the
results of the projects and priority topics of further investigations.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
Outputs:
• Technical advice for problems related to the IED implementation and good practice examples
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidance for (joint) inspections of industrial installations
Training material for Competent Authorities based on guidance on the internet
Training of competent authority concerning IED implementation
IMPEL member examples for IED implementation
Inclusion of the results of related projects
Inspection tools
Results from a technical workshop on implementation of EU industrial law.

Outcome:
• Reduction of the IED implementation gap and achievement of a level playing field within IMPEL
member countries (see also 2.4)

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of the work program 2019 together with the inspection, farming and ICCARP
sub-groups: January/February 2019
Work of the other sub-groups that already started with new topics in 2018: Jan/Feb 2019
Meetings of the farming and ICCARP sub-groups: March 2019
Finalising the work program for 2019 at the first project group meeting: March 2019
Fixing the joint work program of the IED Implementation, the inspection, the farming and
the ICCARP projects: March 2019
Joint inspections of the inspection project: back to back with the project group meeting and
the workshop to save budget
New project groups on further topics at the project group meeting: March 2019
Work of the sub-groups on new topics of the 2019 project: April/May 2018
Preparation of the workshop: April/May 2019
Workshop: country approach / good practices / joint inspections / farming / ICCARP: June
2019
Development of guidance, fact sheets and good practice examples: until October 2019
Training session on IED implementation: Second half of 2019

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
The first risk is that only a few countries collaborate within this activity. The new IMPEL strategic
approach for actively encourage and support passive members was used to mitigate this risk. The big
interest in the project in the last years shows that this is no real risk.
The second risk is that outputs of the project are only recognized by a small group of active project
members. The new approach to develop internet guidance and training material on the IMPEL
website together with the DTRT project and the intention to start with trainings in 2019 will help to
make the project a success. In addition the new strategic IMPEL approach on communication of
IMPEL results shall also be used to mitigate this risk (see item 8).
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4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Horst Büther, Regional Government Cologne, Germany
Florin Homorean, National Environmental Guard, Romania
Marinus Jordaan, DCMR, The Netherlands (Joint Inspections)
Emma Thomson, EPA of England, UK (ICCARP)
IGAMAOT/APA, Portugal; Redia, Spain (Pig and Poultry – BAT)

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
Austria
Belgium

Robert Gross, robert.gross@salzburg.gv.at
Martine Blondeel, martine.blondeel@lne.vlaanderen.be (Flanders)
Annelies Baert, annelies.baert@lne.vlaanderen.be (Flanders)
Olivier Dekyvere, olivier.dekyvere@spw.wallonie.be (Wallonie)
Croatia
Dubravka Pajkin Tuckar, Dubravka.Pajkin.Tuckar@mzoip.hr
Cyprus
Chrystalla Stylianou, cstylianou@environment.moa.gov.cy
Czech Republic Helena Kamenickova, helena.kamenickova@cizp.cz
Denmark
Rikke Cochran, rc@horsens.dk
Mette Lumbye Sørensen, melso@mst.dk
Estonia
Silva Prihodko, Silva.Prihodko@kki.ee
Finland
Jaakko Vesivalo, jaakko.vesivalo@ely-keskus.fi
Germany
Horst Büther, horst.buether@bezreg-koeln.nrw.de (Project lead)
Hartmut Teutsch, hartmut.teutsch@gewerbeaufsicht.bremen.de
Wulf Böckenhaupt, wulf.boeckenhaupt@brk.nrw.de
Greece
Martha Georgiopoulou, m.georgiopoulou@prv.ypeka.gr
Iceland
Halla Einarsdottir, hallae@ust.is
Ireland
Martin O’Reilly, M.O'Reilly2@epa.ie
Italy
Romano Ruggeri, rruggeri@arpa.sardegna.it (ARPA Sardegna)
Fabio Colonna, f.colonna@arpalombardia.it (ARPA Lombardia)
Roberto Borghesi, robertoborghesig@gmail.com (ISPRA)
Diego Angotti, Angotti.Diego@minambiente.it
Latvia
Deniss Pavlovs, deniss.pavlovs@vvd.gov.lv
Malta
Simon Farrugia, simon.c.farrugia@era.org.mt
Netherlands Marinus Jordaan (DCMR), marinus.jordaan@dcmr.nl
Poland
Malgorzata Budzynska, m.budzynska@gios.gov.pl
Portugal
Antonio Quintas, aquintas@igamaot.gov.pt
Elizabete Ramos, elisabete.ramos@apambiente.pt
António Leitão, aleitao@igamaot.gov.pt
IGAMAOT/APA (Farming Activities): Maria Cecília Boavida dos Santos
(mariacecilia.santos@apambiente.pt), APA; Paula Carreira
(pcarreira@igamaot.gov.pt), Ana Raposo (araposo@igamaot.gov.pt), Ana Garcia
(agarcia@igamaot.gov.pt) (IGAMAOT)
Romania
Florin Homorean, homorean@yahoo.com
Slovakia
Cyril Burda, cyril.burda@sizp.sk
Slovenia
Vladimir Kaiser, vladimir.kaiser@gov.si
Spain
María Jesús Mallada, mmallada@larioja.org
Katia Juárez, kjuarez@magrama.es
REDIA (Farming Activities): María Jesús Mallada (mmallada@larioja.org), REDIA;

José Francisco Alonso Picón (jose.francisco.alonso.picon@xunta.gal), REDIA
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Sweden
Turkey
UK

NN

Izabela Pettersson, Izabela.Tyrka-Pettersson@Naturvardsverket.se
Şenay Aslan, senay.aslan@csb.gov.tr
Jamie McGeachy, jamie.mcgeachy@sepa.org.uk
Aga Iwanicha, aga.iwanicha@environment-agency.gov.uk
Lorraine Hutt, lorraine.hutt@environment-agency.gov.uk
Emma Thomson, emma.thomson@environment-agency.gov.uk
to be proposed by the National Coordinators

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

Further environmental officers of different national competent IED authorities to participate in the
technical workshop and the conference, especially members of the Industry Expert Team. Invited
speaker of related projects at the workshop.

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

Close contact with desk officers of the EU Commission dealing with industrial environmental law

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

63,000 €

ditto

ditto

ditto

15,000 €

ditto

ditto

ditto

78,000 €

ditto

ditto

ditto
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6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1

Event 1
<ICCARP group meeting>
<March 2019>
<tbd>
<7>
<2/2>
Event 2
<IRPP group meeting>
<March 2019>
<tbd>
<7>
<2/2>
Event 3
<Project group meeting>
<March 2019>
<tbd>
<25>
<2/2>
Event 4
< Project group meeting >
<June 2019>
<tbd>
<25>
<2/2>
Event 5
< Conference/workshop >
<September 2019>
<tbd>
<30>
<3/3>
Event 6
<IED Training session>
<October 2019>
<tbd->
<3>
<2/2>
Event 7
<Joint inspections>
<March, June, Sept. 2019>

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

2520 €
(7 travelling
participants)

1260 €
(for 7
participants)

375 €
(for 8
participants)

4155 €

2520 €
(7 travelling
participants)

1260 €
(for 7
participants)

375 €
(for 8
participants)

4155 €

9000 €
(25 travelling
participants)

4500 €
(for 25
participants)

1300 €
(for 26
participants)

14,800 €

9000 €
(25 travelling
participants)

4500 €
(for 25
participants)

1300 €
(for 26
participants)

14,800 €

10,800 €
(30 travelling
participants
including
invited
speakers)

8100 €
(for 30
participants)

2325 €
(for 31
participants)

21,225 €

1080 €
(3 travelling
trainers)

540 €
(for 3 trainers)

150 €
(for 3 trainers)

1770 €

0€
(back to back
with events 1

810 €
(for 3
participants

450 €
(for 6
participants

1260 €

(max €360 per
return journey)
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<tbd->
<3 each>
<1/1>
Total costs for all events

and 2)

each time)

each time)

34,920 €

20,970 €

6275 €
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7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

15,000 €

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?

Germany (if budget will be confirmed)

7.4. What will the consultant
do?

Organising the meetings, supporting the working groups,
transformation of the project outputs into a format that can be
used by all competent IED authorities and preparation of material
that can be used for IMPEL communication purposes. Preparation
of an IED implementation work program under changed IMPEL
budgetary conditions.

7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes
No
Namely: Transport of inspectors to the inspection sites

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

Implementation of web-based tools on the IMPEL web site

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

IMPEL: 835 €

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

Yes

No

7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details): PPP for
project presentation

November 2018
June 2019
October 2019
March/June 2019
Workshop
June 2019
After 1st meeting
After 1st meeting
October 2019
After 1st meeting

See 6.

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract / IMPEL at a glance: languages of the participating
countries of the technical workshop

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

Hosting of the DTRT Regulation Cycles in combination with the
contents developed by the IED Implementation project

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

The main target group consists of competent authorities for IED
implementation and Industry and Air Experts. They will be targeted
by the means under 8.1 and by discussion at other IMPEL events.

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

CCA TG 2 meetings, IRIs, meetings with COM, TFS technical
workshops, national IMPEL meetings, international conferences,
TAIEX workshops, Twinning projects



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version: Draft 2.2

Author: Marion Malone
Reduced by Horst Buether
Date: 16 November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

Site visits

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Sharing regulatory best practice in lessons learned from regulating onshore oil and gas industry, and
applying those lessons to other subsurface activities, such as geothermal

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Onshore oil and gas regulation and lessons learned for other subsurface activities (90K)

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
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2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
The onshore oil and gas industry, including the emerging unconventional fossil fuels industry, is
regulated to protect the environment under a number of different legislative instruments, including
where relevant (but not exclusively) –
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Framework Directive

Groundwater Directive
Management of Waste from Extractive Industries Directive (the Extractive Waste Directive)
Waste Framework Directive
Industrial Emissions Directive
Environmental Impact Assessment Directive
REACH Regulation
Environmental Liability Directive
Control of Major Accidents and Hazards Directive (Seveso III)

In addition, in January 2014 the European Commission published a Recommendation on minimum
principles for the exploration and production of hydrocarbons (such as shale gas) using high-volume
hydraulic fracturing. The effectiveness of the Recommendation was reviewed by the Commission in
December 2016 1.
Finally, the Commission has conducted a review of the Best Available Techniques reference
document (Bref) for the extractive waste industry (including the energy sector), and is also working
on a hydrocarbons BAT guidance document.
The European Commission has expressed its explicit support for this project as one way of
understanding the regulatory needs in this sector.

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas

1. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
2. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission
3. Sustainable Development of Industrial Activities

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)
The regulation of the onshore oil and gas industry, and in particular the protection of groundwater
at depth, presents many lessons which can be applied to other subsurface activities, which we
regulate. This could assist the sustainable development of industrial activities.
The project would look at the risks to groundwater from onshore oil and gas activities by comparing
the regulatory controls that have been put in place in member states and their effectiveness based
on groundwater monitoring data. This will include the extensive monitoring data that will have
been generated by shale gas activities in England, which started in autumn 2018.
Consideration would then be given to other subsurface activities, many of which are emerging
technologies such as geothermal. These may present seismic risks and a risk to groundwater at
depth and we could identify relevant legislation and best practice which could be applied to these
1

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/energy/pdf/Report_com_2016_794.pdf
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other industries.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
1. A more coherent understanding of the onshore oil and gas industry’s, and other subsurface
activities’ impact on groundwater at depth and what lessons there may be for emerging
technologies
2. A fuller picture of what regulators consider to be best practice in groundwater monitoring and
protecting groundwater across a number of sub-surface industries
3. Consistency in implementation and enforcement of regulation across IMPEL members
4. Capacity-building for regulators
5. Greater public trust in regulators and their decisions
6. Useful and reliable information for policy-makers and Bref authors

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
It is directly linked to the learning from the IMPEL projects on best practice in regulating the
onshore oil and gas industry 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
It has links too to the IMPEL 2017 report on liabilities.

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
1. Establish project team and hold initial telephone conference(s) to agree project plan
2. Agree and circulate a questionnaire to gather information on the nature of subsurface activities
in project member countries and how groundwater is protected . This will include the type of
monitoring undertaken, related incidents, pollution resulting from surface activities including
traffic incident and occurrences of, and impacts from, well integrity failure.
3. A site visit to a shale gas site in England and a geothermal site in Scotland to discuss protection
of groundwater at depth.
4. One meeting to finalise report and agree next steps
5. Agree a draft final report for adoption by IMPEL.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
A full report on the project and its findings, including any identified need for further collaborative
work.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
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1. Planning activities, including defining the work and finalising project team members – January
2019
2. Circulate a questionnaire – February /March 2018
3. Workshop on protecting groundwater at depth April/May/June 2019
4. Draft final report – August 2019
5. Meeting to discuss and agree report and outcomes– September 2019
6. Finalise and submit report – September/October 2019.

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
Risk 1: That the project team will not be able to gather adequate information.
Mitigation 1: There is a strong working relationship between member states involved in previous
IMPEL Oil and Gas projects, with a core group of 7 countries who have been involved in each project.
This will be a good foundation to build knowledge, ensure a good flow of information and identify
any problems at an early stage.
Risk 2: That groundwater monitoring data from oil and gas sites, and shale gas sites in particular,
are inconclusive
Mitigation 2: The questionnaire will ask project members for relevant summaries of datasets, which
may be able to give us an understanding of the impact on groundwater from oil and gas sites. In
addition, the workshop will include a detailed consideration of the monitoring data from boreholes
and seismic arrays at the shale gas site in England. This is already generating data from downhole
microseismic arrays, and should be able to build a picture of the impact of this activity on
groundwater.
Risk 3: That information on the risks to groundwater at depth from subsurface technologies, other
than oil and gas, is not yet fully available.
Mitigation 3: The questionnaire will provide a way of gaining information on subsurface activities in
member countries and will allow us to use this to focus discussions at the site visits.
Risk 4: That project team members do not attend the workshop.
Mitigation 4: There is a strong working relationship and a strong participation record on this subject
in pervious IMPEL projects. There was also interest from other countries who were unable to attend
previously but who may be able to take part in the 2019 project given the wider brief.
Risk 5: That the UK project members cannot take part due to Brexit
Mitigation 5: The issue of whether environment agencies from the UK can participate in IMPEL in
2019 will be resolved at the time the decision is taken by IMPEL to approve projects. If IMPEL
approves the project, and the UK is not part of IMPEL, the responsibility for project management
would be directed by the IMPEL secretariat.

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)
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Sarah Scott, Environment Agency, England

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
The project team is currently:
England: Sarah Scott, Environment Agency
France: Julien Biard & Gabriel Boulesteix, Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy
Hungary: Szilvia Banyacski, Mining and Geological Survey of Hungary
Northern Ireland: Neil McAllister, Department of Environment
Poland: Aleksandra Skąpska, Chief Inspectorate of Environmental Protection
Scotland: Emma Taylor & Paul Butler, Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Wales: David Willey, Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru / Natural Resources Wales

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Christian Wimmer, European Commission

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

David Hardie, Alberta Energy Regulator (Canada) (All of David’s Costs will be met by Alberta Energy
Regulator)

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(2015)

Year 2
(2016)

Year 3
(2017)

Year 4
(2018)

Year 5
(2019)

How much money do
you require from IMPEL?

27600
(budget)

23400
(budget)

20040
(budget)

20040

10800

How much money is to
be co-financed
Total budget

0

0

0

0

0

27600

23400

20040

20040

21120

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 4

Event 1
Workshop to include site
visits in England and Scotland
May/June 2019

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

360 x =

90 x 3 x =

25 x 3 x =

(max €360 per
return journey)

Input from the British Geological
Society

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

Total costs €

Plus venue
hire and
incidental
costs = 1170

15+1 contingency
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3 days, 3 nights
Event 2
Meeting (afternoon of Day 1
and morning of Day 2)
September/October 2019
TBC
14+1 contingency
2 days, 1 nights
Total costs for all events

360 x =

90 x 1 x =

25 x 2 =
Plus venue
hire and
incidental
costs = 1170

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 4
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?
7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

Yes

No

The consultants will be the British Geological Society (BGS).
The costs for their involvement in the site visit (event 1) will be
€705 (€360 +€270 +€75)
This cost has been included in the budget above.

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?

IMPEL will pay for travel, accommodation and catering costs for
one member of staff from BGS to take part in the site visit.
Staff time will not be charged for and will be met by the BGS.

7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

The BGS will provide specialist geological advice on the
subsurface, including a review of the seismic data from the
hydraulic fracturing operations in England.

Yes
Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

n/a

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

n/a

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

No

Yes

No

Namely:
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7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

December 2019
Spring, Summer and
Autumn & winter 2019
After site visit

See 3.3 above.

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

All documents to be written in English. No translation required.

8.5 Indicate if web-based

n/a
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tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

n/a

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

n/a



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

This is the proposal for Year 5 of this project.

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2018/--Version: 1 (modified by Horst Buether)

Author(s): Annelaure GAUTHIER / Christian
VEIDIG
Date: 16 November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title

1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and Land
Nature
Cross Cutting

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer Reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Lessons learnt from industrial accidents: 13rd seminar – May 2019

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
IMPEL seminar

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)

2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Connected to the environmental regulations concerning industrial establishments:
* mainly the Seveso III directive;
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* parts of the ADR, RID, IED, CLP directives;
* TEIA convention;
* national regulations of each member state.

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas

1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)
Data collection and study of industrial accidents are fundamental in order to prevent technological
accidents. Inspectors of the environment need to be aware of actual industrial risks and to perform
analysis of accidental situations. This, in order to understand what happened indeed and which
measures were taken during and after such events.
12 seminars on lessons learnt were held in the past, in order to ease the dissemination and exchange of
information between inspecting bodies of the member states. After the last edition, 78% of the
participants were “very satisfied” of the content of the seminar, and 22% were “satisfied”.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve?)
The desire outcome of the 2-days working session is a more effective implementation and enforcement
of environmental legislation. The seminar promotes the development of good practices by the
exchange of experience and methods of working. It improves cooperation in National IMPEL networks
and with other networks too.

3. Structure of the proposed activity

3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
During the meeting, inspectors present around 16 selected and recent accidents. They provide a
technical description and the results of the root cause analysis carried out: measures taken,
organisational failures, systems or material that failed etc. They also detail the lessons learnt from
the accidents and their own experience during or following the accident. A short review of the
applicable regulation, judicial or organizational subjects is possible.
Time is left for discussion between participants.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
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* A 2-day seminar for 300 participants and the largest possible number of member states
represented (23 countries were represented at the last edition).
* A proceedings printout (French and English) delivered to participants including a detailed
analysis of each accident and reviews of known accidents related to a specific topics.
* A larger spreading of this document after the seminar, through the Internet.
* Special issue of the Loss Prevention Bulletin (Institution of Chemical Engineers - IChemE)

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
14 March 2018: Start of the project
June 2018: Call for abstracts
January 2019: Opening of registration
22 and 23 May 2019: 13rd Seminar on “Lessons Learned from accidents”
July 2019: Dissemination of the final report on the Internet

4. Organisation of the work

4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Philippe MERLE – French ministry for an Ecological and Solidary Transition

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)

Jean François BOSSUAT, Christian VEIDIG and Annelaure GAUTHIER - Bureau for analysis of
industrial risks and pollution / French ministry for an Ecological and Solidary Transition

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Members of inspection bodies from IMPEL member states

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
How much money do you

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

16 200,00 €
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Year 4

require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

206 728,00 €
222 928,00 €

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Travel €

(max €360 per
return journey)

Event 1
13rd IMPEL seminar
22 and 23 May 2019
Rennes
290 participants
2 nights
Total costs for all events

Hotel €

(max €90 per night)

Catering €

(max €25 per day)

Total costs €

104 400 €

52 200 €

28 800 €

185 400 €

104 400,00 €

52 200,00 €

28 800,00 €

185 400,00 €

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1

7.1 Are you using a
consultant?
7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?
7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

Namely:
Rent of the meeting room, proceedings impression, translation (of
proceedings and instantaneous during the seminar), technical
equipment and technicians, safety.
French ministry of the Environment, Energy and the Sea

Namely:
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7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Namely:

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officers at
the IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank
8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages
8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

What
TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s)
News items for the website*
Project abstract*
Other, (give details):

By when
--August 2018
-- February 2019
– June 2019
30 May 2019
30 May 2019
(proceedings)

Proceedings will be available in French and English

Groups invited to the seminar:
* Industrial facilities inspection bodies
* European Commission
* European IPPC Bureau in Seville, ECHA
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) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks

Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

Supporting Notes for completing an IMPEL project Terms of Reference – Communications

Both internal and external communications about IMPEL projects, their output and
recommendations are key when it comes to reaching IMPEL’s goals and fulfilling expectations. It
has therefore been agreed that communication activities should play a bigger role throughout the
duration of projects; starting at the preparation phase, until the evaluation and follow-up phase.
Part 8 of this ToR template deals with the communications matters.
Point 8.1 lists materials that should be developed and sent to the IMPEL Secretariat. For most
materials templates and examples are available. Items for the website, such as news posts, articles
for the newsletter and press releases should be provided at least once during the project. In case of
key activities (e.g. workshops or exchanges) or interim results communication is also recommended.
Point 8.2 asks for milestones and data; for example of scheduled meetings. This information is
important for the ‘Calendar’ on the IMPEL website and in order to assess crucial moments of
communications; for example by highlighting certain activities in the newsletter.
As recommended IMPEL intends to develop an image bank. The collected images, which should be
free of copyright and have a high quality, will be used for news items, reports, the website, posters
and other promotional material. The source will of course be referenced. Please tick at point 8.3 if
pictures will be provided for this image bank.
Translation, point 8.4. The availability of IMPEL products in other EU languages is also considered of
a high added value by its members, as this supports the promotion of IMPEL’s work to an even wider
audience. IMPEL kindly requests that at least the ‘Project abstract’ documents are translated into
the languages represented in the project team (to be done by the members); but preferably more
material.
If the output of an IMPEL project will be a web-based tool that is to be hosted on the IMPEL website,
point 8.5, please liaise beforehand with the IMPEL secretariat about the (im)possibilities.
Please list which target groups, point 8.6, you will focus your communication on. Please also
describe how you will connect with them. Some examples include:
- Are the European Commission involved e.g. as a workshop or conference participant or as a core
team observer? If not, why not?
- Expert Working Groups e.g. European IPPC Bureau in Seville
- Networks e.g. Interpol, REACH forum, Basel Convention, European Chemicals Agency (ECHA),
INECE...
- Non Governmental Organisations (business and environmental) e.g. European Environmental
Bureau, WWF...
- European Parliament Environment Committee e.g. specific MEPs interested in an issue, Chair
and Vice Chairs of ENVI, rapporteurs on specific legislative dossiers
- Economic and Social Committee
- Committee of the Regions
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-

Domestic national, regional and local government
Industry and branch organisations

Events by organised by others, point 8.7, are also good opportunities to promote IMPEL work,
involve a broader audience and/or to collect other views. Please identify which events will be
relevant and how you will contribute (presentations, lead a workshop, develop a poster or a paper,
take part in a panel discussion, etc).
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TOR Reference No.:
Version:

Author(s): Huib van Westen/Marina de Gier
Date: 13 November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-c utting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

Sharing best practises

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
IMPEL-TFS NCP Best Practice meetings and Waste and TFS Conference 2019

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)

- European Waste Shipment Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006
- Commission Regulation (EC) 1418/2007 concerning the export of certain wastes for recovery to
NON-OECD countries
The enforcement activities are based on the EC Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006 on the supervision
and control of shipments of waste within, into and out of the European Community. This is directly
applicable in all Member States of the EU. Article 50 requires Member States to enforce the
Template for IMPEL TOR – Final version: 07.08.2014
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regulation and to check shipments and to cooperate bilaterally or multilaterally with one another
in order to facilitate the prevention and detection of illegal shipments.
According to the Regulation (EU) 660/2014 from 16 May 2014 amending WSR 1013/2006
member states shall cooperate bilaterally and multilaterally in one another to facilitate the
prevention and detection of illegal shipments.

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation indentified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (Background, motivations, aims, etc.)
•
•
•

•

•
•

International cooperation and alignment is very important when it comes to the enforcement
of the European Waste Shipment Regulation (WSR) (EC) No 1013/2006;
Previous and running IMPEL-TFS projects showed that it is very much needed to work
together as competent authorities. The enforcement deficit of the EU waste shipment
regulation remains serious.
To improve the collaboration and alignment of enforcement, frequent contact between the
European enforcement authorities is necessary. Therefore it would be very helpful if enforcers
have structural, personal and frequent contact moments where they can strengthen their
network, exchange experiences and best practices, discuss ongoing cases and align their WSR
enforcement activities together.
This project focuses solely on the exchange of information and experience by workshops,
where the running IMPEL-TFS Enforcement Actions III Project intents to stimulate practical
enforcement by joint actions, inspector’s exchange-programmes and other activities. The
target group overlaps partly.
More involvement in new project proposals for IMPEL activities. The expertise from the NCP’s
and the experiences in their countries is crucial for this.
Stricter policies and controls in destination countries outside Europe, such as e.g. China,
Vietnam and Thailand are leading to a change in the waste shipments ‘landscape’. Exchanging
of information and experiences on this are crucial for European wide inspections and
enforcement activities.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
-

exchange information, working methods, case studies and experiences
inform participants on new developments
strengthen the network of NCP’s involved in the enforcement of the WSR 1013/2006
a more common understanding and involvement in new IMPEL project proposals

To improve enforcement activities of the Waste Shipment Regulation and stimulate consistent
application of its provisions

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
There is a difference with the IMPEL-TFS SWEAP project which mainly focuses on the joint WSR
enforcement activities and the enforcers itself. The IMPEL TFS NCP’s are a mixture between
enforcement officers and permitting officers dealing also with repatriation issues.
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3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
The activities will be organising two workshops from a half-day and two-day’s.
The following (and other) topics can be in the programme:
experiences with enforcement of the Waste Shipment Regulation 1013/2006
experiences with repatriations between member states or with third countries.
a better view on the waste shipment industry
export of waste outside the EU (in relation to Basel Convention, (EC) No1418/2007) and (EU)
674/2012)
generating input for the IMPEL-TFS Steering Committee/ expert group by discussing new
project proposals
enforcement case studies
- Field trip

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
1.
2.

3.

A one day workshop in September 2019 , back-to-back with Waste and TFS Conference
A two day’s Conference in September or October 2019
Report

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
1. Project plan March 2019
2. NCP meeting back to back with Waste & TFS Conference September or October 2019
3. Final Report December 2019
Project planning
Phase 1 Adoption of this ToR IMPEL GA
Phase 2 Project plan March 2019
Phase 3 NCP meeting and conference October 2019
Phase 5 Final Report: December 2019
Phase 6 Project report presentation: 2019 (IMPEL General Assembly)

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
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4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Mr Huib van Westen, Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (ILT), The Netherlands
Simonne Rufener Expertleader Waste & TFS

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
IMPEL Secretariat
Hosting country (Romania)

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

National Contact Points (NCP’s) of IMPEL TFS (or their representatives)
Other Waste &TFS pratcipants

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Customs, police and prosecutors

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

30.000

Host part
catering and
venue
30.000

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

40 x 360
14.400

40x4x90
14.400

1200

30.000

(max €360 per
return journey)

Event 1
NCP meeting and Conference
Sept/okt 2019
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Conference 2 days.

NCP meeting 1 day
Total 3 days
40 persons paid by IMPEL

Total costs for all events

30.000

30.000

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Namely: Venue and transport Field trip €1000,-

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

IMPEL TFS

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

Yes

7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
By when

What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

Workshop in September or October 2019

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages
8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?
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In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2018/01
Version: Rev.1

Author(s): Romano Ruggeri
Date: 15/11/2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Waste management based on the “circular economy” principles and the "waste hierarchy": create a
level playing field and common understanding in permitting and inspection processes.

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Waste management and Circular Economy (WMCE)

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
-

Communication from the EU Commission: EU actions to improve environmental compliance and
governance (ECA)
Communication from the EU Commission: Closing the loop - An EU action plan for the Circular
Economy
European Parliament resolution of 13 September 2018 on implementation of the circular
economy package: options to address the interface between chemical, product and waste
legislation (2018/2589(RSP)
Circular economy package
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-

Waste framework directive
Landfill Directive
Industrial Emission Directive
European Court of Justice of 15 October 2014 in case C-323/13

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas

1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organizations through the IMPEL Review
Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed?(background, motivations, aims,etc.)

The circular economy concept is a framework that can be pursued to move towards an economy in
which what is regarded as waste today can enter the economic cycle again as a resource. The overall
aim is to achieve an economy “where the value of products, materials and resources is maintained
in the economy for as long as possible, and the generation of waste minimized”.
IMPEL Landfill and Circular Economy project has joined forces with the project “Make it Work”,
examining the topic of enabling eco‐innovations for a circular economy under current EU
environmental legislation. The project is currently examining the topic of the implementation of the
End of waste criteria and By-products, set in Article 5 and 6 of the Waste Framework Directive
(WFD), in the different Member States. The need for practical guidance for regulators, permit
writers and inspectors is widely felt.
The main drivers of the project can be summarized as follows:
- Promote Eco-innovation and Circular Economy
- Foster compliance with EU environmental law on Waste management
- Provide training to environmental inspectors and permit writers on waste/end of waste
management and linked to this on enabling eco-innovations aimed at a circular economy
This three pillars are founded on European Commission and IMPEL goals set in a variety of
documents, here referenced.
1. Communication from the EU Commission: EU actions to improve environmental compliance and
governance (ECA): This Communication presents an Action Plan to increase compliance with EU
environmental law. One Action is dedicated to combating environmental offense in the Waste
area that has been singled out as especially deserving of attention. Another Action aims to
identify training needs for environmental inspectors and enhance cooperation with practitioners
for compliance assurance at European level.
2. The Circular Economy Package, adopted by the Commission on 2 December 2015, approved by
the Environment Commission on 24 January 2017, has created an important momentum to
support the transition towards a more circular economy in the EU; the Action Plan (COM (2015)
614) on the Circular Economy complements this proposal by setting out measures to "close the
loop" of the circular economy.
One of the key point is boosting the market for secondary raw materials as well as include
guidance on circular economy into BREFs for several industrial sectors.
The current EU environmental law provides many tools and opportunities for enabling ecoTemplate for IMPEL TOR – Final version: 07.08.2014
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innovations for a circular economy.
The recast of the Waste Framework Directive:
- clarify rules on by-products in order to facilitate industrial symbiosis and create a levelplaying field across the EU;
- clarify rules to enable recycled materials to be reclassified as non-waste whenever they meet
a set of general conditions, which are the same across the whole EU (end of waste).
In cases where EoW criteria have not been set at EU level (Article 6(4) WFD), Member States may
decide at national level whether certain waste has ceased to be waste, either relating to classes
of materials recovered from waste or to single-case decisions. Under the revised WFD the
regulator will need to assess the (possible) end-of-waste status for each individual waste.
Decisions can take different forms, depending on the MS legislation, e.g. explicit prior
authorisation and/or subsequent verification and approval as part of inspections/compliance
assurance actions. The new WFD also requires that MS, especially in the case of EoW, “make
information about case by case decision and about the results of verification by competent
authorities publicly available by electronic means”(art. 6, point 4)
3. Report from the EU Commission on the implementation of the circular economy action plan: The
Commission is integrating circular economy aspects into the BREFs which EU Member States
have to reflect when issuing permits for industrial installations, thus promoting innovation in
industrial processes and helping to reduce waste generation, boost recycling and reduce
resource use. There’s around 50 000 installations in the EU carrying out one or more industrial
activities listed in Annex I of the IED; this project aims to look at how the IED and BAT in
combination with Eco-Innovations can be better used to achieve Circular Economy in IED
Installations.
4. European Parliament resolution of 13 September 2018 on implementation of the circular
economy package: options to address the interface between chemical, product and waste
legislation (2018/2589(RSP)): Uncertainties about how materials can cease to be waste are a
main issue of concern; the document also stresses that measures should be taken at EU level to
bring about more harmonisation in the interpretation and implementation by Member States of
end-of-waste provisions laid down in the WFD, with a view to facilitating the use of recovered
materials in the EU. Furthermore, difficulties in the application of EU waste classification
methodologies and impacts on the recyclability of materials (secondary raw materials) are
highlighted.
5. IMPEL Implementation Challenge Final Report 2015 and 2017: Key findings on priority
implementation challenges are about waste management. Some of the main points targeted are:
- The definition of waste and achieving a common interpretation and level-playing field for end
of waste, particularly where exports/ imports of materials are involved.
- Managing environmental impacts around closure/ after-care of landfill sites.
- Compliance promotion in pre-treatment of waste.
The Project joined the “Make it Work Project” in 2017 sharing goals and working together on the
drafting of the Guidance “Enabling eco-innovations for the circular economy (prevention and
recycling of waste)”. Particular attention will be paid to the production process residues, focusing
on the relevant BREFs. The connection between the EoW status and eco-innovations, which involve
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the production of new secondary materials/products from waste through new
treatment/production processes, will be explored as well as the relationship between the
application of ‘end-of-waste’ criteria and REACH and WSR legislations.
Looking at the bottom of the “waste hierarchy” pyramid, the requirement to pre-treat waste before
landfilling are sometimes disregarded in MS, as pointed out by the results of the Landfill project in
2017. It could be important to define common criteria to evaluate the need of a pretreatment ,
especially for industrial waste, in order to comply with the overall environmental objectives of
Landfill Directive-LFD (permitting step). A treatment option for waste destined for landfill, must
comply with the definition of treatment. At the inspection step this involves a ‘three-point test’
against which it must be assessed the effectiveness of the proposed treatment option; this is both
true for domestic and industrial waste. To foster compliance promotion in pre-treatment of waste is
cited as a main issue in the “Survey on practitioners” Implementation Challenge Report (2017).
Furthermore, sharing experience and knowledge in practical landfill joint inspections has been
positively greeted by Member States.
As far as industrial waste treatment is concerned, it is necessary to pay close attention to the Mixing
operation, that is a common used treatment, especially in order to respect the “not dilution rule” of
article 5 of LFD. The project aims at giving examples of good practice for permit writers to
implement EU regulations in environmental permits.
The need of qualified training is a continuous request, hence a Training Program on a medium term
will be developed along the project. The project has been mentioned (Cross Cutting meeting in
Lisbon and IED-DTRT meeting in Edinburgh 2018) to be used as a pilot project to deliver Training.
European Commission DG ENV is paying attention to the project. As a result of the Brussels meeting
with DG ENV Unit B.3 (October 2017), it was suggested to IMPEL to investigate how end of waste
and by-products criteria (art. 5 and 6 of the Waste Directive) have been developed and
implemented in the EU Member States; EU Commission pointed out the crucial role of the
verification/inspection systems that are in place in MS, to check compliance with the criteria of the
Directive and therefore pushed IMPEL to deal with this topic. A DG ENV member attended the first
meeting of the project in Treviso in 2018 and a further meeting with DG ENV has been arranged in
July 2018 with IMPEL and MIW members, to present the outline of the Guidance on Eco innovation
linked to Circular Economy.
To sum up, the project intends to develop, along a three years period (2018-2020), the following
branches of study:
- Further deepen, extend on and add on to the joint IMPEL and Make it Work Guidance “Enabling
eco-innovations for the circular economy (prevention and recycling of waste);
 End of Waste: examine the state of the art in order to create a common level playing field
and collect best practice developed in MS; produce practical tools for permit writers and
inspectors.
 By-products: examine the state of the art in order to create a common level playing field
and collect best practice developed in MS; produce practical tools for permit writers and
inspectors.
- Further development of the Training Program on waste/end of waste/by-products management
(landfill inspections, pretreatment, end of waste, by products, ecoinnovation). Carrying out the
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-

-

-

activities included in the Training program: “real joint inspections”, sampling activities, elearning and presentation of case studies and tools and strategies developed in the Guidance on
enabling eco-innovations; (2018-2020)
Support Member States and environmental competent authorities as to how circular economy
can be better achieved within the confines of the IED building on the sections regarding IED in
the Guidance on enabling eco-innovations; provide lessons learned to the Commission on
possible improvements to the relevant European Directives to improve the transition to the
Circular Economy through the IED and associated directives;
Pretreatment of waste (municipal and industrial) before landfilling: create a common level
playing field and collect best practice for inspectors and permit writers in agreement with BREF
contents (2018-2020); further development of the Guidelines already issued.
Landfill inspections: further development of the Guidelines already issued.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
The Project would aim to deliver the following outcomes:
Ecoinnovation & Circular Economy
- Examining the topic of enabling eco-innovations for a circular economy under current EU
environmental legislation; discuss concrete eco-innovation cases and assess what challenges
and barriers authorities encounter when applying and enforcing current EU environmental
legislation as well as solutions found to these barriers.
- Determination of when a waste ceases to be a waste: EoW and By-products. Examine the state
of the art in order to create a common level playing field and collect best practice developed in
MS.
 End of Waste: practical tools for permitting and inspections. Examine the application, across
MS, of art. 6 of Directive 2008/98 both from a permitting and inspection point of view,
above all in the “single case” decisions. Explore the connection with Eco-innovations and
REACH and TFS legislations. Build a database to collect the case by case decisions and the
case by case verification by competent authorities, as requested by the amended WFD.
 By-products: practical tools for permitting and inspections. Examine the application, across
MS, of art. 5 of Directive 2008/98 both from a permitting and inspection point of view and
discuss about MS guidelines or procedures to assess when a by-product comply with Waste
Framework Directive definition. Identify, significant streams of residual material mentioned
in BREFs of different process production, that are considered as by-products according to
MS legislations.
IED & Circular Economy:
Building on the sections regarding IED in the Guidance on enabling eco-innovations:
- Undertake a review of whether member states are already using the IED to deliver circular
economy, and if so, how they are doing this. This strand of the project would appraise the
success of individual approaches, identifying barriers and how approaches could be improved
upon.
- A “think-tank” forum to take place looking at the existing flexibilities within the IED and how
they could be used, theoretically, to deliver circular economy at IED Installations. This strand of
the project would be aimed at identifying how we could use what we have (the IED and any
other relevant directives) in a better way to deliver circular economy at IED installations.
- Production of “wish list” of which additional or amended measures would need to be added to
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-

the IED (either as a directive or guidance) to more clearly embed circular economy principles –
i.e. give the Commission´s our wish list of future steps and support.
Examples of best practices that apply eco-innovation in IED installations.

The results of this work would be incorporated into the Guidance on enabling eco-innovations.
Training program:
- Share knowledge and build skills on crucial aspects of waste/end of waste management: landfill,
pre-treatment, End of Waste, By-products, Eco-innovation & Circular Economy, using the
Guidance on enabling eco-innovations, the Guidance on Landfill inspection and the Guidance on
Pre treatment. Definition of detailed table of training contents (Modules and learning objects). Ide
Pretreatment of waste (municipal and industrial) before landfilling:
- Create a common level playing field and collect best practice for inspectors and permit writers;
review of the Final Report 2017 to include good practices of pre-treatment of the waste before
landfilling and crucial points to be considered in permitting and inspection activities. To support
the EU Commission to a possible implementation of LFD in order to define criteria and need of a
pretreatment.
Landfill Inspections:
- To enhance the exchange programme among inspectors across MS on the topic of Landfill
inspection, and continuously update the Guidance on Landfill inspections.
Communication
- To spread the achieved results of inspections and guidelines/checklist in the Member States by
the National Coordinators and ask for feedback.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
-

Impel Landfill project: Follow up
IED Implementation Project: link between circular economy, waste prevention, waste recycling
and IED Directive
IMPEL-TFS NCP Best Practice meetings: link with waste/products shipments across EU and out of
EU
Doing the right things for environmental permitting: link with the permitting and regulatory
cycle when dealing with eco-innovations and the way it has to affect the strategy of
Organizations.

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
1st meeting (three days – 10 people): General Conference
A joint IMPEL and Make it Work Conference will be planned in the first part of 2019 to present the
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Guidance “Enabling eco-innovations for the circular economy (prevention and recycling of waste)”
finalized end of 2018. Presentations will be given on the different sections of the Guidance. The new
actions of 2019 “IED & Circular Economy” and “By-products” will be launched and presented. The
Conference will last 2 days. The third day will be dedicated to the creation of subgroups to start
working on the following topics:
- By-Products and Guidance continuous update
- IED & CE
- Training activities
- Landfill Guidance (Basecamp group)
- Pre treatment Guidance (Basecamp group)
- Communication strategy (Basecamp group)
A referent will be appointed to each of the subgroups.
2nd meeting (2 days – 10 people):
The first day will be dedicated to the work of the subgroups pre-defined in the 1st meeting
Presentations will be given on the progress of the work. Case studies on by-products will be
presented as well.
During the second day, the subgroups will continue working separately and a plenary session is
foreseen.
3rd meeting (2 days – 10 people):
The first day will be dedicated to the work of the subgroups pre-defined in the 1st meeting
Presentations will be given on the progress of the work. Case studies on by-products will be
presented as well.
During the second day, the subgroups will continue working separately and a plenary session is
foreseen.
Training activities: pilot project
The project has been indicated as a pilot for training linked to the activities concerning the
development of IMPEL Knowledge and Innovation Centre, as defined in a ToR proposed within the
Cross Cutting ET.
Training activities according to the Training Program will be carried out along 2019, according to the
training modules that will be defined within the end of 2018.
Joint inspection is a tool that will be used as practical part of the training; e-learning or frontal
lessons can be used as well. A training methodology and train de trainer will be included. No more
than three inspectors can attend one inspection: their commitment is to prepare the inspection in
advance with the local inspectors and to report the results of the inspection at the end of the
meeting (strengths and weaknesses).

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
-

Joint IMPEL and MiW Guidance “Enabling eco-innovations for the circular economy
(prevention and recycling of waste)”
 Applying key provisions in EU environmental legislation.
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Governance of enabling eco-innovations
Roles and tasks of policymakers/legislators (national and at EU level)
The role of businesses and other stakeholders
Plastics
Permitting process / assessment of EoW status
Verification/inspection system to assess compliance with EoW conditions
When a waste is “not” a waste: By-products assessment

-

Joint IMPEL and MiW Conference on Eco-innovation & Circular Economy

-

EoW case by case Database
 Implementing the architecture in the Website
 Input of EoW cases in the Database

-

Report on IED & Circular Economy (to be included in the Guidance on eco-innovations):
 Identify and appraise the success of individual approaches to using the IED to delivery
circular economy, identifying barriers and how approaches could be improved upon.
 Explore existing flexibilities within the IED and how they could be used, theoretically, to
deliver circular economy at IED Installations and identify how we could use what we have
(the IED and any other relevant directives) in a better way to deliver circular economy at IED
installations.
 Contain “wish list” of which additional or amended measures would need to be added to the
IED (either as a directive or guidance) to more clearly embed circular economy principles –
i.e. give the commissions our wish list of future steps and support.

-

Web form of the Guidance and Waste Manual
 Investigate the possibility to upload a web form of the Guidance in the Impel website
 Investigate the possibility to merge the products in a Waste Management manual

-

Training program on crucial aspects of waste/end of waste management
 Definition of detailed table of training contents (Modules and learning objects).
 Carrying out activities of the programme: Joint inspections (Experience with preparation,
execution, reporting steps of the inspection. Inspection reports), e-learning, frontal lessons
ecc.

-

Recast of the Guidance on Pretreatment of waste (municipal and industrial) before landfilling;
include best practices of pre-treatment of the waste before landfilling and crucial points to be
considered in permitting and inspection activities.

-

Recast of the Guidance on Landfill inspections; update according to the new WFD. Amend the
checklist and include new pieces of information.

-

Communication strategy to spread the achieved results (Guidances) in the Member States by
the National Coordinators and ask for feedback. Infographic and leaflet.
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-

Meeting reports.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
1. January 2019: Project team web conference meeting, preparation of the Conference.
2. January – March 2019: Preparation of the Conference; definition of subgroups 2019; review of
the Guidance on Ecoinnovation; set up of the Training activities.
3. March 2019: 1st meeting: General Conference: presenting the Guidance on Ecoinnovation.
4. March – June 2019: Basecamp: working in subgroups. Training activities.
5. June 2019: 2nd meeting: first draft of subgroups report; implement the Guidance of
Ecoinnovations with results of IED&CE and By-products results.
6. June – October 2019: Basecamp: working in subgroups. Training activities.
7. October 2019: 3rd meeting: final results of subgroups; implement the Guidance of
Ecoinnovations with results of IED&CE and By-products results.

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
-

Unavailability of English translated documents (permit and self monitoring report) of the plant to
be inspected
A significant part of the work should be done “at home”, therefore the involvement of
participants is crucial.

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Romano Ruggeri, Sardinian Regional Environmental Protection Agency - ARPAS (Italy)

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
-

Italy: Luca Paradisi, Elena Foddanu
Netherlands: Arjen Snijder
Portugal: Elisabete Dias Ramos
Spain: Myriam Fernandez Herrero
United Kingdom: Claire O'Neil (Northern Ireland), Jamie McGeachy (Scotland)

-

MIW: Jan Teekens, Gabrielle Kuhn (Netherlands)

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

-

Albania: Enis Tela
Austria: Franz Waldner
Belgium: Liesbet Rommens, Paul Bernaerts, Katrien Van der Sande
Czech Republic: David Petr, Vojtěch Pilňáček
Cyprus: Neoklis Antoniou, Chrystalla Stylianou
Denmark: Rasmus Eisted
Estonia: Kristel Lopsik
France: Anne-Luce Zahm
FYROM: Durak Arifi, Latif Latifi
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-

Germany: Rainer Bulitta
Greece: Sofia Christoforou, Sofia Mani
Ireland: Carol O`Sullivan, Martina Nolan
Italy: Luca Paradisi, Elena Foddanu, Bruno Barbera, Alessandro Peru
Kosovo: Mustaf Hyseni
Latvia: Kalvis Avotnis
Malta: Pauline Agius Farrugia, Nathalie Ellul, Simon Farrugia, Ritianne Stellini Galea
Netherlands: Stuart Gunput, Arjen Snijder, Jan Urbaan, Ankie Peters, Jan Koot
Poland: Anna Poplawska
Portugal: Jorge Pulido Valente, Elisabete Vieira, Cristina Gomes, Miguel Leao, Paula Santana
Croatia: Ivan Pusic, Zora Jelic
Romania: Andrea Husu
Slovakia: Monika Medovicova, Monika Kromerova
Slovenia: Jana Miklavcic, Nevenka Zvokelj
Spain: Myriam Fernandez Herrero, Isabel M. González Lechuga, Gonzalo Perales Garat, Maria
Mallada, Iria Rodríguez Ferrerirós
Turkey: Pinar Ece Karac, Senay Arslan
United Kingdom: Claire O'Neil, Michelle Griffiths, Gareth Lewis, Paul Corrigan, Mair Davies,
Redwynn Sterry, Kelly Short

Further environmental officers with experience on REACH and TFS regulations will be invited to
participate in the meetings.

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
-

Close contact with European Commission DG Environment: Julius Lagendorff, Jose-Jorge Diaz Del
Castillo;
Close contact with the IED Implementation IMPEL project – subgroup “Eco-innovations” and
with the “Make it work” Project: Jan Teekens;
Close contact with United Nations.

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
How much money do you require from
IMPEL (meetings)?
How much money do you require from
IMPEL (training and communication)?
Total budget
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2020

17.390

17.390

2.610

2.610

20.000

20.000
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6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 2
Travel €

(max €360 per return
journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

Catering €

Total costs €

10 x 360 =
3.600

10 x 3 x 90 =
2.700

10 x 5 x 25 =
1.250

7.550

8 x 360 = 2.880

8 x 2 x 90 =
1.440

8 x 3 x 25 = 600

4.920

8 x 360 = 2.880

8 x 2 x 90 =
1.440

8 x 3 x 25 = 600

4.920

Event 1
1st Conference March 2019
10 participants travelling

Event 2
2nd meeting June 2019
10 participants travelling

Event 3
3rd meeting October 2019
10 participants travelling

Hotel €

Total costs for meetings
Budget for training and
communication

17.390
Back to back or independent training meetings

Total cost for meetings +
training

2.610
20.000

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 2
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?
7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

Yes

No

0

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

No

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
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7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:
YES: It is included in the budget allocated for training and
communication.
Namely: Leaflets, Guidance web form, Guidance translation,
Guidance hard copies, taining materials

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
By when

What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)

8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s)
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):
-Guide document (revised)
-examples of good practise
March 2019: 1st General Conference: presentation of the Guidance.
June 2019: 2nd meeting: first draft of new subgroups report: byproducts, IED & CE.
October 2019: 3rd meeting: Recast of the Guidance.
Training activities: along the year

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract will be translated in the languages of the
participating MS. Whenever possible, permits of the landfills to be
inspected will be translated in English before the visit.

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

Survey monkey
Infographics
EoW Database
Guidance web form

8.6 Identify which

Both Environmental Inspectors and permit writers are the target
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groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

for the Training Programme. Regulators are beneficiaries of the
Guidance on Ecoinnovation.

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

EU Peer to Peer, IRIs, meetings with COM, Make it Work project,
waste management technical workshops, national IMPEL meetings,
international conferences, TAIEX workshops, Twinning projects.



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Termsof Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariatin word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version: 2

Author(s): Brian White, Vivienne Ahern & Brian
Heffernan
Date: 09.11.2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):
Sharing best practises and giving feed back to the
Commission regarding implementation and
enforcement difficulties

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
After the Chinese import ban of plastic waste entered into force January 2018, the global marked
for trade and treatment of plastic waste has changed.
The marked for plastics in Europe are also in change, of several reasons, connected to the work with
circular economy, like:
-

single-use plastics directive
new recycling targets (50 % recycling of plastic by 2025)
phasing out landfilling

The project can be divided in the following key tasks:
Get an overview/statistics that shows the changes in the waste plastic marked the last years. In
addition, maybe make some predictions about the future marked. It would be interesting to take a
closer look at:

o
o
o

The quantity of different fractions , both amber and green listed
Where the plastic ends up (before the ban, now, and maybe in the future?)
What happens to the plastics? (Recycling, recovery, landfill, etc.)

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Effects of the Chinese import ban on the ESM of plastic waste

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Directive 2008/98/EC on waste (Waste Framework Directive)
Directive (EU) 2018/851 (WFD recast)
Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006 on shipments of waste
Regulation (EC) No 1418/2007 shipment of green listed waste out of OECD
Commissions proposal for a single-use plastics directive

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas

1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

The trade and treatment of plastics have been affected in many ways by the Chinese ban. It will be
important to follow up what happens in the market, and how to prevent that hazardous or
unrecyclable plastic waste get classified as green listed, or even as by-products or commodities,
when it can be hazardous and sent to countries with less treatment facilities and knowledge about
recycling of plastics.
More information about plastic waste and classification will be useful for exporters, inspectors,
advisers and stakeholders.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

1. Useful information for exporters, inspectors and authorities about plastic waste streams

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
The information collated by this project will be useful for both the SWEAP project and the NCP best
practise meetings.

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
The scope of this project is quite specific. This project will take one year, and can be used as a basis
for future projects..
1. Making an area on basecamp (January 2019)

2. Team meeting to work out the tasks (Q1 2019)
3. Collate data on export and import of plastic waste from the EU to China and other
potential markets (Q2-Q3 2019)
4. Complete the compilation of statistics on plastic waste shipments(Q4 2019)
5. Final report issued (4Q 2019)

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
1. Overview/statistics showing the changes in the waste plastic market
2. Final report with statistics, best practises and recommendations

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
By sticking to the schedule in p. 3.1, the project will be completed within the time scale provided.

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
The most demanding task will be the data capture and establishing how this information is
recorded (if it is even being measured) by authorities across and outside the EU. The largest risk is
therefore availability of reliable and sufficient data.

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

National TFS Office, Dublin City Council, Ireland

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
National TFS Office, Dublin City Council, Ireland

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
tbd

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Tbd – if required

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

14.000
(including
consultant)

14.000

14000

14000

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1

Event 1
Project team (5persons)
May
5 persons
2 days
Event 2
Workshop Oktober
15 persons
2 night

Same calculation for 2020

Total costs for all events

7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Travel €

Hotel €

5 x360
1800

5 x 2x 90
900

2700

15 X 360
5400

15 X 2 x 90
2700

8100

7200

3600

10.800

(max €360 per
return journey)

Yes

(max €90 per night)

Catering €

(max €25 per day)

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

3200

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?

IMPEL

7.4. What will the consultant
do?

Produce report for work completed in 2019

7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes

No

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

N/A

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

National TFS Office will cover any additional costs.

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

Yes
Namely:

No

Total costs €

7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

7. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
By when

What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

Yes

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages
8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

No

8. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please
contact the IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be
sent to the IMPEL Secretariat in word
format, not in PDF.
Thank you.

TOR Reference No.:
Version: 1

Author(s): Beate Langset
Date: 18 November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):
Sharing best practises and giving feed back to the
Commission regarding implementation and
enforcement difficulties

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Improving the implementation and enforcement of shipment of waste of End of Life Ships.
The focus of this project will be on:
• Clarify the differences between WSR an SSR and share experiences regarding this issue
• Share practical knowledge including jurisprudence on how to classify used/damaged ships
as waste, circumstances indicating that the objects should be considered waste
• Developing of guidance how to deal with this topic
• Providing recommendations for a possible extension of the scope of Correspondents
Guidelines No 9 on issues related to ships and change the subject into ‘Shipments of Waste
Means of Transport’

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Improving the implementation and enforcement of waste legislation on means of transport that
have become waste.

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Directive 2008/98/EC on waste
Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006 on shipments of waste
Hong Kong International Convention for the safe and environmentally sound recycling of ships,
2009
Regulation (EU) No 1257/2013 on ship recycling

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

Background
In 2017, 65 % ships/vessels worldwide were sold to South-Asian beaching yards for dismantling
(India, Pakistan and Bangladesh). The 543 vessels amounted 80 % gross tonnage of all dismantled
ships beached in 2017. The beaching yards in South Asia has significant environmental and health
impacts.
Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006 on shipments of waste (WSR) implements at European level the
requirements of the Basel Convention on the control of transboundary movements of hazardous
wastes and their disposal. The ship recycling regulation (EU) No 1257/2013 (SSR) brings forward the
requirements of the Hong Kong Convention, and regulates EU-flagged ships sent for recycling. The
SSR claims that EU-flagged ships has to be recycled at facilities authorised by the country of
destination in the member states countries, or by the Commission in third countries. Shipments of
ships under non EU-flag shall be subject to the procedure of prior written notification, under the
WSR. The SSR enters info force in four steps.
Ship owners systematically circumvent WSR, and the regulation is difficult to enforce, due to the
practice of rename, reflagging and change of owners before the ships are sent for dismantling and
recycling. The SSR will also be easy to escape as long as the practice of change to a non-EU flag
continue. The Hong Kong Conventions will apply all ships (no matter EU or non-EU-flag), but the
conventions is not ratified, and it can take ages before it is ratified.
Main topics
•
•

What are the consequences of the Ship Recycling Regulation in relation to the enforcement of
the Waste Shipment Regulation?
Developing of guidance how to deal with this topic

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

1. To work towards an adequate level of inspections in all Member States and a consistent
level of enforcement regarding the regulation No 1013/2006 vs No 1257/2013
2. Reduction of illegal waste shipment
3. Providing recommendations for a possible extension of the scope of Correspondents`
Guidelines No 9 on issues related to ships and change the subject into ‘Shipments of Waste
Means of Transport’

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
Yes – for ELV’s partially to the project concerning the CG#9

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
1. Making an area on basecamp (January 2019)
2. Project team meeting: clarify the differences between WSR an SSR and share practical
knowledge (June 2019)
3. Developing draft guidance and guidelines based on the input July/ August 2020
4. Workshop to discuss the draft guideline, share best practises (March 2021)
5. Final guidelines and recommendations (December 2021)

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
Guideline for WSR/SSR
Interim report with best practises and recommendations
Final report with best practises and recommendations (2021)

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
If we stick to the schedule in p. 3.1, it would be manageable to complete the project in time.

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
The legislation of SSR are still under implementation and can make the work challenging

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

tbd

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
tbd

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
tbd

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
tbd

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

14.000

14.000

14.000

1000
(venue/lunch)
15000

1000

1000

15000

15000

Year 4

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1

Event 1
Projectteam (5 persons)
June
tbd
5 persons
2 nights
Event 2
Workshop
19 persons Oktober
For 2020 same
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

1.800 (5x360)

900 (5x2x90)

19 x 360
6.840

11 x 2 x 90
1.980
8x3 x 90
2.160

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

Total costs €
2.700

320 Euro

11.300

320

14.000

4.140
8.640

5.040

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Catering €

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes

No

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

By when

8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

No

Yes

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages
8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

European Commission and member Sates

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts
or questions
please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final
versions need to
be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat
in word format,
not in PDF.
Thank you.

TOR Reference No.:
Version: 3

Anne Sachse, Michael Owens
Date: 13-11-2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe): sharing experiences
about, and co-operating in, the implementation
of the requirements of the WEEE Directive
regarding authorised representative

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Implementation of Article 17 of the WEEE directive (2012/19/EU)
- improving the implementation and enforcement of the obligations of an authorised
representative (AR)

- developing a uniform enforcement strategy to address unregistered producers of electrical and
electronic equipment that are not established in a member state

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
EWEN – EUROPEAN WEEE ENFORCEMENT NETWORK

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)

Article 17 WEEE 2012/19/EU: Authorised representative
1. Each member state shall ensure that a producer as defined in article 3(1)(f)(i) to (iii) established
in another member state is allowed, by way of exception to article 3(1)(f)(i) to (iii), to appoint a legal
or natural person established on its territory as the authorised representative that is responsible for
fulfilling the obligations of that producer, pursuant to this directive, on its territory.
2. Each member state shall ensure that a producer as defined in article 3(1)(f)(iv) and established
on its territory, which sells EEE to another member state in which it is not established, appoints an
authorised representative in that member state as the person responsible for fulfilling the
obligations of that producer, pursuant to this directive, on the territory of that member state.
3. Appointment of an authorised representative shall be by written mandate.

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
Priority 1: overcome challenges in implementing EU environmental law
Priority 2: respond to our members needs by improving communication and
cooperation

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)
-

-

improving and simplifying the enforcement of Art. 17 WEEE and prosecution of European
cross-border WEEE free-riders
international cooperation in cross-border prosecution
a non-bureaucratic and simple way to communicate between competent authorities
exchanging experiences in enforcement and prosecution of cross-border WEEE free-riders
and in implementation of the requirements of the WEEE Directive regarding authorised
representative in the other EU member states

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
-

An increase in the number of fully registered producers of electrical and electronic
equipment in the EU
Less free riders and therefore fair competition between producers that are established in a
European country and those that are selling on the EU market but are established outside
the EU
Exchange of information, working methods, case studies and experiences to inform
participants of new developments

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
No, but the project “Implementation of the WEEE Directive – including BRFs (2017)” concerns the
same directive

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)

According to the WEEE directive 2012/19/EU (respectively the implemented national law: e.g.
ElektroG in Germany) every producer of electrical and electronic equipment has to be registered in
the national register (Germany: stiftung elektro-altgeräte register) to ensure that they will fulfil
their responsibilities, when their sold products become waste (i.e. WEEE).
There is no common European register. When a producer, established in a country, wants to sell
his products in another European country, where he has no establishment, he is required to
appoint an authorised representative in that country, who must fulfil his obligations there
according to the WEEE directive (especially registration).
When a producer has not appointed an authorised representative, it is difficult for the national
regulatory authority to prosecute him abroad (i.e. in his home country). That is why the regulatory
authorities need to work together. One solution is to bring the cross border free-rider (producer
without registration) to the attention of the competent national authority in that country, in which
the producer has his establishment. In this way, there are less difficulties associated with
prosecution or with translation of relevant documents.
For working better together, the regulatory authorities need a platform /SharePoint to exchange
information. They need to know who is responsible in the other member states for transmission of
the reports necessary for enforcement and prosecution.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
-

-

guidelines for the regulatory authorities (e.g. how to prosecute a producer without an
authorised representative in the other member states, what evidence is needed for
transmission to another country)
guidelines for producers of electrical and electronic equipment who are selling their
products into other European countries without an establishment there (e.g. they have to
appoint an authorised representative in every member state, who fulfils the obligations
according to the WEEE directive 2012/19/EU)
use “basecamp” for better communication between the regulatory authorities of the
member states
A greater level of more efficient and effective cooperation between member states for
prosecuting more free-riders

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
-

guidelines for regulatory authorities – February 2019
guidelines for producers – May 2019
preparation of the network meeting in autumn 2019 – June 2019
monitoring in 2020: are there more appointed authorised representative?
co-operation from 2020 on with custom authorities, if possible

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
-

No interest from sanctions authorities
Not enough participants at the next meeting
No uniform procedure against cross border free-riders

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Co-lead by Germany (Anne Sachse, German Environment Agency) and Ireland (Michael Owens,
EPA Ireland)

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
The project team of about 5 members will be named soon.

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

From every member state one responsible person of the sanction authority

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
(-)

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

12.000€

12.000 €

12000€

12.000€

Year 3

Year 4

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1

Event 1
Team meeting
Autumn 2019
To be decided
22
2 nights
Event 2
Team meeting

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

7.920€
(22 x 360 €)

3.960€
(22 x 90 x 2 €)

120 Euro

12.000€

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €120 per
night)

(max €25 per day)

Autumn 2020
To be decided
20
2 nights
Total costs for all events

Separate
request next
year
12.000 €

7. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
By when

What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):
information on the websites of
the sanctions authorities (e.g.
UBA in Germany, EPA Ireland)
- Telephone conferences for project team before publishing the
guidelines and for preparing the meeting in autumn 2019

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

- guidelines for producers (how to appoint an authorised
representative in every country) in English and the national
language (for publishing at the national register)
- guidelines for regulatory authorities on how to exchange freerider reports (which conditions are needed in which country) in
English
- Implemented national law (WEEE directive), e. g. ElektroG into
the English language
- a short report about the whole project in English and German

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

We use the Impel SharePoint “basecamp” for regulatory
authorities to facilitate more effective and efficient cooperation
between them.

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

regulatory authorities according to the WEEE directive
(2012/19/EU)

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promote

Not known



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

TOR Reference No.:
Version: 1

Author(s): Anette Dodensig Pedersen
Date: 18th November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Examining methods for risk analysis based selection of farms for cross compliance control

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Risk analysis based control of agriculture

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
•
•

The Nitrates Directive (91/676/EEC)
Commission Implementing Regulation (EC) No 809/2014

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
Template for IMPEL TOR – Final version: 07.08.2014
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1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)
In previous IMPEL projects about nitrate diffuse pollution we have worked with how to increase
compliance by best practice for controlling measures of the Nitrates Directive. The focus of this
project proposal is on how to select farms to be controlled. Cross compliance is recognized among
inspectors as a powerful tool to ensure compliance with environmental regulation because of the
farmers’ risk of losing considerable amounts of their Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) payments.
Cross compliance is an important tool for integrating environmental requirements into the CAP.
Cross compliance ensures that support granted under the CAP contributes to promoting sustainable
agriculture. Member States are required to carry out on-the-spot checks on at least 1 % of the total
number of beneficiaries for which the competent control authority is responsible. The sample of
farms to be checked shall be selected using a risk analysis. Rules about risk analysis for crosscompliance are defined by the article 69 of the Commission Implementing Regulation (EC) No
809/2014.
At the IMPEL Next Generation Conference in September 2018 as well as at previous IMPEL Water
and Land conferences, attendants from DG Environment made it clear that the EU Commission is
particularly interested in the topic of compliance to agricultural regulations.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
The result of this project is expected to be a better understanding of how some of the Member
States carry out their risk analysis, which elements they have chosen for the risk analysis and the
reasoning behind. This comparative analysis could be used as a foundation for further work
developing recommendations, methods or tools, similarly to what has been done on the IE Directive
by the IMPEL Industry and Air Expert Team developing the prioritization method IRAM
(https://www.impel.eu/tools/risk-criteria-database-iram/).

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
This proposed project relates to a previously completed series of projects concerning nitrate diffuse
pollution from farms and farmsteads under the Water and Land Expert Team. A considerable part of
these projects dealt with controlling measures under the Nitrates Directive which are covered by
Cross Compliance.
Additionally this project proposal relates to the IRAM project mentioned above, as well as a new
follow up project about risk assessment for inspections of IED Livestock productions, that the
Industry and Air Team will possibly start.
Previous projects:
Template for IMPEL TOR – Final version: 07.08.2014
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•
•
•
•

Project no. 2017/13 – Controlling manure storage capacity – Part of the project
“Safeguarding the Water Environment Throughout Europe” (SWETE)
Project no. 2016/11 - Good practice for tackling nitrate pollution from farms & farmsteads 2
Project no. 2014/13 - Sharing good practice in tackling diffuse pollution and nitrate loss
from farms & farmsteads.
Project no. 2013/16 - Achieving better compliance in the agricultural sector through
networking and partnership working of environmental and agricultural inspectorates.

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
The project team will conduct an initial analysis of the requirements for the risk analysis and identify
aspects to elaborate on in the workshop. Participants for the workshop will be invited to present the
method used in their own member state or region. The project team will gather the results in a
report.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
A report on the comparative analysis of a section of the Member States’ methods for risk analysis.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
1-3-2019 The specific questions to be examined in a workshop have been prepared
1-4-2019 The workshop has been prepared and participants can be invited
1-7-2019 The workshop has been held
1-10-2019 The report on the comparative analysis has been drafted

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
Low risk as the project is not expected to be very time consuming. The work will mainly consist of
comparing and discussing examples of methods of risk analysis and drafting the report on this.

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Anette Dodensig Pedersen, Environment Protection Agency, Denmark
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4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
Paolo Giandon, Environment Protection Agency Veneto, Italy
Mauro Valentini, Environment Protection Agency Lombadia, Italy
Wulf Böckenhaupt, Environment Protection, District Council of Cologne, Germany

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

4000

4000

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1

Exchange visit (workshop)
Location (to be decided)
8 participants
1 night

Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

2880

720

400

4000

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
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for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes
Namely:

No

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes
Namely:

Yes
Namely:

No

No

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

No scheduled meetings yet
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8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

No

Yes

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages
8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: Draft V1
Version: 01

Author(s): Paul Hickey, Rob Hayes, Barrie Howe
(Environment Agency, UK)
Date: 16th November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe): technical workshops

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Safeguarding the Water Environment Throughout Europe 5

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
SWETE 5

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Water Framework Directive
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Nitrates Directive
Industrial Emissions Directive
Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive
Habitats and Birds Directives
Marine Strategy Framework Directive
Floods Directive

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations to help WFD implementation and
improve aquatic environments and land quality
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL, the European
Commission and water management practitioners to share and/or develop
good practice to help with these problem areas.

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

IMPEL was asked by the European Commission to expand and apply its regulatory capability into the
water environment arena (and specifically on the implementation of the WFD) having previously
focused on industrial emissions and associated processes under IPPC and IED Directives.
Good management of the water environment requires member states to be aware of emerging
issues, be prepared to meet the challenges that they present, and improve current practices where
needed. These objectives are facilitated by IMPEL members working in collaboration.
SWETE seeks to build a common understanding of our regulatory approaches, build networks of
experts and develop shared resources to enhance technical resilience.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
The proposed elements of SWETE 5 were identified as priority areas for collaboration and were
discussed at the Expert Team pre-meeting in Zwolle and the Expert Team meeting in Heraklion in
October and November 2018. These proposal build on the previous phases of SWETE and have
been informed by the 2015 Impel Implementation Challenges Report.
The Expert Team meeting concluded that SWETE should become an umbrella project to oversee
sub-projects to support WFD implementation in line with the identified priorities.
These ToR set out a high level overview of the project proposals and funding for the next three
years. Items 1 and 2 will also be described in separate terms of reference that supply more detail
on these specifics of these projects.
2019 projects
1) Study of capacity of soils to accept contaminants from landspreading activities.
Project Manager Barry Sheppard, Environment Agency, England
The study will look at balancing the benefits and impacts of spreading materials to land,
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with a specific focus on farmland. It is necessary because of circular economy desires to
support reuse of materials on land as fertilisers and soil conditioners and to ensure this
support for reuse is undertaken in a manner that does not allow unacceptable and
avoidable soil contamination.
2) Study of prioritisation of Agricultural Inspections
This study will develop a methodlogy for prioritising agricultural inspections, building on
experience from member states as appropriate. It is necessay because member states
have idenitifed this as a key area requiring support to ensure agricultural inspections are
targetted to make the best use of finite resources and to acheive the best environmental
outocmes.
Project Manager Anette Dodensig Pedersen Danish Ministry of Environment and Food
3) 2019 Water and Land Conference
The SWETE project team will organise the 2019 Water and Land conference. This will build
on previous conferences and be a key part of continuing to build a common understanding
of our regulatory approaches, build networks of experts and develop shared resources to
enhance technical resilience.
Project Managers: Paul Hickey, Barrie Howe, Rob Hayes Environmnet Agency England.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
SWETE phases 1 to 4 2015 – 2018.

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
1. Establish technical working groups on for project elements 1 and 2 above, wth workshops,
possible site visits and production of final reports.
2. 2019 Water and Land Conference

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
•

Best practice resources for priority technical areas.
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•
•
•

Creation of a community of practitioners in these areas.
Building and further developing the IMPEL water network.
Learning material for the W+L community

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
Milestones to include:
•
•

Technical workshops (to be programmed)
Land and Water Conference in October or November 2019.

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
Risk: Failure to identify/gain support from technical leads in IMPEL members.
Mitigation: We have selected priority projects as advised by the Expert Team and previous IMPEL
work. We have expressions of interest from a number of members states for this wrok.
Risk: Lack of resources to complete these projects.
Mitigation: xxxxx

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Project Manager Anette Dodensig Pedersen Danish Ministry of Environment and Food
Barry Sheppard, Paul Hickey, Barrie Howe, Rob Hayes Environment Agency, England

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
TBC

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
TBC
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4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
N/A

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

€61000

€90000

€90000

0

0

0

€61000

€90000

€90000

Year 4

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Travel €
Event 1
Workshop
May 2017
Milan or London
6
2
Event 2
Workshop 2
October/November 2017
Milan or London
<No. of participants>>6
2
Event 3
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Event 4
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>

(max €360 per
return journey)
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(max €90 per night)

Catering €

(max €25 per day)

Total costs €

Cost breakdowns to be confirmed
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<No. of days/nights>
Total costs for all events

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 3
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Web development

Yes

No

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details): resource
lto share regulatory approaches
and good practice examples
from across Member States

TBC
Also to include 2019
Water and Land
Conference

TBC

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages
8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted
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) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:

Author(s): Monica Serra ISPRA, Italy

Version:

Date: 20/06/2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe): technical workshop

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
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Integration and implementation of the Mining Waste Directive (2006/21/EC, Management of Extractive
Wastes), adaptation into national regulatory practice also for closed/abandoned waste facilities, to reduce
environmental pollution impact of extractive wastes towards water and soils and, at the same time, check
their composition in order to consider them as potential deposits of raw materials.

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Management of Mining Wastes (MIW)

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
•

Mining Waste Directive (2006/21/EC)

•

Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC)

•

Opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee on ‘The processing and
exploitation, for economic and environmental purposes, of industrial and mining waste
deposits in the European Union’ (own-initiative opinion - 2012/C 24/03)

•

BREF for Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining Activities (MTWR – 07/2009)
and information on the ongoing review of the BREF (probable publication on 2018)

•

The European Critical Raw Materials review list (May 2014)

•

Commission Staff Working Document “Environmental Compliance Assurance — scope,
concept and need for EU actions” (January 2018)

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)
Mining activity has always been a source of raw materials for man but at the same time has
generated many environmental problems. Huge quantities of extractive waste, often abandoned,
are sources of pollution and areas of geotechnical and hydrogeological instability.
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Nowadays, after numerous accidents involving mining activities (Val di Stava, Prestavel, Italy 1985,
Baia Borsa and Baia Mare, Romania 2000, Aznalcollar, Spain 1998 and many others), the European
Commission adopts the Directive 2006/21/EC of 15 March 2006 on the management of waste from
extractive industries (known as Mining Directives) and amending Directive 2004/35/EC.
This Directive provides for measures, procedures and guidance to prevent or reduce as far as
possible any adverse effects on the environment, in particular water, air, soil, fauna and flora and
landscape, and any resultant risks to human health, brought about as a result of the management of
waste from the extractive industries in order to better manage the problem. Subsequently, each
Member State shall ensure that the mining companies design a waste management plan for the
minimisation, treatment, recovery and disposal of extractive waste, taking account of the principle
of sustainable development. The plan objectives are aimed to:
-

prevent or reduce waste production and its harmfulness,

-

encourage the recovery of extractive waste by means of recycling, reusing or reclaiming such
waste, where this is environmentally sound in accordance with existing environmental
standards at Community level and with the requirements of this Directive where relevant,

-

ensure short and long-term safe disposal of the extractive waste, in particular by
considering, during the design phase, their management during the operation and after
closure.

The Directive is aimed at the management of waste generated by the active mining industries; the
attention to the management of waste from closed activities, disposed of in ponds or heaps now
closed or abandoned, is limited to two articles: art. 20, which provide for the inventory of storage
structures that represent or could pose a risk to human health or the environment (A), and art. 21
that encourages the exchange of information between Member States.
Also, in all this important topic, there is a big problem: sometimes Member States consider and
manage differently mining wastes, so that first it could be necessary find common address lines on
“what are” and “how manage” extractive waste.
This project proposal aims to compare the transposition of the Directive by Member States in order
to evaluate common guidelines for better management of extractive waste, also in agreement with
the exploratory opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), which recommends
to Member States to promote initiatives for the exploitation and use of "new fields" of raw
materials, such as extractive waste. (In this case it will be necessary to consider the rules of the end
of waste, that could be the topic of the prosecution of the project, maybe in a second year).
The action of Prepare technical guidelines for inspections of extractive waste facilities is also one of
the one listed in the COMMISSION STAFF WORKING DOCUMENT Environmental Compliance
Assurance —scope, concept and need for EU actions Accompanying the document EU actions to
improve
environmental
compliance
and
governance
{COM(2018)10final}
(http://ec.europa.eu/environment/legal/pdf/SWD_2018_10_F1_OTHER_STAFF_WORKING_PAPER_E
N_V5_P1_959220.pdf). This Commission initiative of compliance assurance and governance forms
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part of a wider effort to improve implementation of EU law in general and EU environmental law in a
way to identify, prevent or limit the harmful effects of emissions, discharges, disposal or
interventions of different pollution sources among which extractive industries.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
IMPEL members will be more aware of the importance of proper mining waste management, also in
view of their conversion/recovery according to the European concept of the circular economy. A
research among IMPEL members will provide innovative information on local cases/mining waste
management /recovery studies, the waste uses and, of course, operational cost estimates and
prospects for the future. Such information, which is not yet collected and harmonized within the EU,
will help to identify/evaluate better the management of mining waste at Community level.

The survey will contribute to the development of a Community assessment of the identification of
waste management techniques and their intrinsic potential, including in reference to the critical raw
materials listed in The European Critical Raw Materials review
(http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/10010/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/pdf
2014). Mineral Waste Management Techniques and Demand of new raw materials are constantly
evolving, therefore they are lending to further yearly insights, according to the needs/demands of
the near future in this field: disposal as waste or secondary raw material?

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)

The project is not directly linked to other projects but the implementation of Mining Waste Directive
(2006/21/EC) is a topic that was considered as a priority of European Commission that foresee the
preparation of technical guidelines for inspections of extractive waste facilities to address
aspects such as the competence of inspectors, inspection plans, the scope of inspections and
the role of competent authorities. The adoption is expected in 2018.

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
•

Establish project team and initial telephone conference(s) to agree the project plan

•

Survey to IMPEL members through a questionnaire, evaluation and sharing of the answers

•

Progress updates by email, telephone conferences to project team and site visit
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•

Meeting to share first results and agree key cross-cutting challenge

•

Workshop to share the achieved results, transferability to other Member States and future
needs/opportunities

•

Presentation of final report/guidelines at IMPEL meeting

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
•

A document about mining waste management assessment on the basis of the different
experiences of the project partners and, eventually, proposals for their recycle/reuse

•

Also create a community to continue dialogue and strengthening the knowledge on this
constantly evolving topic, in particular on the essential raw material field

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
•

Jan./Feb. 2019

•

March/April 2019 Evaluation and sharing of the answers

•

May/June 2019
visit)

Meeting to share first results and agree key cross-cutting challenge (site

•

July/Sept. 2019

Workshop to share the achieved results, future needs/opportunities

•

Oct. 2019

Finalization of the final documents with team project (site visit)

•

Nov./Dec. 2019

Presentation of final report/guidelines at IMPEL meeting

Establish project team and project plan and survey with questionnaire

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
Low risk project. It is to be considered, anyway, that the specific topic of mining waste is generally
not much investigated although it represents a current topic

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Monica Serra
The Italian National Institute for Environmental Protection and Research, ISPRA, Italy
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4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
Marco Falconi – ISPRA, Italy

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(exact)
How much money do you
require from IMPEL?

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

18290

How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

18290
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6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1

Event 1

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

2880

1440

400

4720

2880

1440

400

4720

5400

2700

750

8850

11160

5580

1550

18290

Project meeting + field visit
May-June 2019
Sulcis (Sardinia)

8 funded participants
2 nights

Event 2
Workshop + field visit
July/Sept. 2019
TBD

8 funded participants
2 nights

Event 3
Workshop
Oct. 2019
TBD

15 funded participants
2 night

Total costs for all events
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7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

n/a

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?

n/a

7.4. What will the consultant
do?

n/a

7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes

No

No

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

n/a

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

n/a

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

Yes

No

Namely:

7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when

(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

What

By when

TOR*

January 2018 (start)

Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 

May 2018

Press releases

December 2018

News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
As appropriate

IMPEL at a Glance 

After workshop

Other, (give details):

October 2018

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

See 3.3 above.

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

All documents to be written in English. No translation required.

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

n/a
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8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

European Geological Surveys (contacted through Eurogeosurveys)

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

INERTIA event in Ferrara (Italy) in September 2019 (three full days
in the third week, probably 18-20/09/2019), about the re-use of
inert waste and the natural, recycled and manufactured
aggregates. Contracting authorities, general contractors,
companies, roads, motorways and railways authorities are the
stakeholders involved in the workshops.

Website: http://www.remtechexpo.com/en/inertia
Contact person: Stefano Cicerani (INERTIA chairman),
stefanocicerani@gmail.com


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

The present design proposal may require further insights to be achieved through any subsequent
project

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version:

Author(s): Anabela Rebelo and Genève Farabegoli
Date: 2018-10-16

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Sharing good practices to promote the transition to circular economy, in urban and industrial water
management, through the reuse of treated wastewaters as an alternative water source

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Integrated Water Approach and Urban Reuse

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC)
Circular Economy Action Plan
Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive (91/271/EEC)
Groundwater Directive (2006/118/EC)
Industrial Emissions Directive (2010/75/EU)
Action plan on Improving environmental compliance and governance (COM(2018)10)
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2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

The reuse of treated wastewater can be an important tool to contribute as a local solution to
achieving the objectives of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) and to contribute to a more
resource efficient economy as well as to adapt to climate change, namely in cases where water
scarcity is identified as a significant pressure.
To transform Europe's economy into a more sustainable one and to implement the ambitious
Circular Economy Action Plan, continuous efforts are needed and treated wastewaters can be seen
as a new untapped water resource.
However, according the outcomes of the first two phases of this project (year 2017 and 2018), it
was noticed that water reuse cannot be seen as single quantitative measure to reduce water
abstraction. In the whole water use cycle, at industrial and urban level, quality must be linked with
quantity to ensure safety and increasing of value through the chain of use, by the promotion of the
natural values and activities directly connected with the emissions receiving environment.
Also, when recycling projects are presented as a solution for circular economy transition, water use
is only considered as a quantitative indicator, with no link to quality assessment and therefore
without considering the possible impacts on the achievement of the WFD goals.
Therefore, a more integrated and holistic vision for water reuse at industrial and urban level is
needed to promote practices that contribute to a real transition to a circular economy.
Furthermore, the reuse of urban wastewater for irrigation purpose can also be an important tool to
help ensure that farmers and other land managers comply with environmental rules under EU
nature and water laws, as one of the 9-point Action Plan adopted by the European Commission to
increase compliance with and improve governance on EU environmental rules on activities.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
The aim of this project is to use the results of the first two phases to find best practices on water
use cycle, including water reuse at industrial and urban level, that promote a more realistic
transition to the circular economy. At industrial level, besides the two sectors appraised on the
previous project phases, it is intended to access the water use inside recycling activities to develop a
new indicator combining quality and quantity. Another related outcome of the work will be
improving professional training, spreading knowledge and provide compliance assurance in rural
areas as required for the implementation of the ECA 9-point Action Plan.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
The project aims to build on the experience of other water-related IMPEL projects (e.g. SWETE,
Good practice for tackling nitrate pollution) for sharing best practices to implement the Water
Framework Directive. The project will also contribute to the training activities for permit writers and
inspectors of the IED Implementation project, namely on the training course “Industrial Waste
Water Treatment” with web meeting and working session on reuse of wastewater as well as joint
inspection in wastewater treatment plant located within a IED installation.
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3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
During this phase is intended to hold a preparatory meeting, a field study visit to a recycling unit and
a final workshop.
During the preparatory meeting it is expected to develop the methodology to deliver the water use
indicator accessing quality and quantity aspects. The site visit to a recycling unit will be used to
collect data and share good practices on reuse of treated waters. The final workshop “Water in
Circular Economy” is planned to disseminate the project results.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
The product will be a report on industrial and urban water reuse best practices to promote the
transition to the circular economy and disseminated by IMPEL. An immediate outcome will be the
transfer of knowledge on current best practice with respect to integrated water use at industrial and
urban level.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
Preparatory meeting and site visit prior to Summer 2019.
Completed report on industrial and urban water reuse best practices to promote the transition to
the circular economy and a water use indicator considering quality and quantity aspects, in Autumn
2019.
Final workshop “Water in Circular Economy” on Autumn 2019.

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
No substantial risks involved.

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Co-Coordinators: Anabela Rebelo, Portuguese Environment Agency, Portugal and Genève Farabegoli
(Italian National Institute for Environmental Protection and Research, ISPRA – Italy)

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
- tbd - (possibly experts from the Netherlands, Malta, Cyprus, Romania, Turkey, Finland, United
Kingdom, Estonia, others)

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
-tbd-

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
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-tbd-

5.
High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

6.

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

18290 €
0
18290 €**

Detailed event costs of the work for year 1

Event 1
Preparatory meeting
Mar 2019
Netherlands
6
2
Event 2
Field Visit
Jun 2018
Portugal (Madeira or Azores)
10
2
Event 3
Final Workshop
Sep 2018
Portugal (Lisbon or Faro)
15
2
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

2160 €

1080 €

300 €

3540 €

3600 €*

1800 €

500 €

5900 €

5400 €*

2700 €

750 €

8850 €

11160 €

5580 €

1550 €

18290 €**

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

* (3600+5400) = 9000€ costs for Training and Capacity building funded separately
** total budget without Training and Capacity building: (18290-9000)= 9290 €

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes
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7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes

No

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

Oct 2018
Jun 2019
Nov 2019
(if + when necessary)
Sept./Oct. 2019 (if +
when necessary) (if +
when necessary)

tbd

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

tbd

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

tbd

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

Water agencies across Europe, industrial operators, EU Competent
Authorities and industrial associations

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

tbd



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version: 1.0

Author(s): Gisela Holzgraefe and project team
Date: 10.2018, Project

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Inspection of nature protected sites - Development of an easy and flexible tool as a part of the
planning of inspections of Natura 2000 sites linked to European environmental law and the RMCEI
(testing and improving the proposed NIRAM-Tool in different IMPEL member countries)

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Testing and improving the proposed planning tool for inspections of Natura 2000 sites (NIRAM) in
IMPEL member countries

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Habitats Directive, Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992
Birds Directive, Directive 2009/147/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30
November 2009
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Action Plan for nature, people and the economy COM(2017)198
Environmental Compliance Assurance – EU Action Plan

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas

1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)
A. Motivations

Decline in EU biodiversity
The alarming decline in Europe’s biodiversity has driven the adoption, by the European Union (EU)
of two key pieces of legislation – the Habitats and Birds Directives – to conserve Europe’s most
valuable species and habitats across their entire natural range within the EU.
The Birds and Habitats Directives are central to achieving the EU 2020 target of halting and
reversing the loss of biodiversity endorsed by Heads of State and Government. The Commission has
adopted an ambitious strategy to achieve this objective, comprised of six targets. Target 1 of this
Strategy is focused on “Full implementation of EU nature legislation to protect” biodiversity and
requires a significant improvement in conservation status. The implementation of EU nature
legislation also contributes significantly to other targets of the biodiversity strategy, including in
relation to green infrastructure and restoration under Target 2.
The Action Plan for nature, people and the economy COM(2017)198 points out that key factors
behind the shortcomings in the implementation of the Nature Directives are i.a. “limited resources,
weak enforcement, poor integration of nature objectives into other policy areas, insufficient
knowledge and access to data.” The development of an IT tool as a part of the planning of
inspections of nature protected sites will provide a systematic approach which would maximize
resources into key areas of concern.
Development of an easy and flexible tool as a part of the planning of inspections of Natura 2000
sites linked to European environmental law and the RMCEI
During the Green Expert Team Meeting in Trogir (Croatia) 19 – 21 September 2016 the need for a
planning tool for inspections of nature protected sites was identified. The discussion showed that it
is a complex item. The part (2) of IMPEL project 2017/18 “Roadmap for a planning tool concerning
inspection of Natura 2000 sites (including the option of using the IRAM-Tool)” confirmed this need.
In 2018 a first version of the tool has been developed. Based on the information about the IRAM
tool for planning inspections of industrial installations the work was carried out in three phases:
- development of appropriate criteria and a scoring system,
- transposition of the proposal into the IRAM tool (result: the so called NIRAM tool)
- determination of the inspection frequencies of selected examples (existing sites in some
member countries)
The applicability of the proposed criteria and the tool have to be confirmed / substantiated through
tests and practical work with them.
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Input from other IMPEL projects and IMPEL’s Strategic Work Programme:
IRAM (Integrated Risk Assessment Methodology) tool is a method for assessing the frequency of
regulatory/compliance visits to industry. The project intends to evaluate different methods and find
out whether the IRAM tool could be expanded out of its current remit to include a risk based
approach to the frequency of visits to Natura 2000 sites.
IMPEL’s Strategic Work Programme 2016-2020 presents background information and the key
priorities, in line on the 7th EU Action Programme to 2020 “Living well within the limits of our
planet” (Decision No 1386/2013/EU). According to both documents a key element for the
improvement of shortcomings in the implementation of environmental requirements is an effective
system of inspections and surveillance. The development of an IT planning tool for inspections is in
line with both programmes. Benefits will be:
a) relief for the daily work of authorities
b) transparency
c) simplified approaches to maximize resources.
B. Background
So far, European nature conservation legislation does not regulate inspection activities concerning
nature protected sites. In 2001, recognising that there was a wide disparity between inspection
systems in the Member States, the European Parliament and the Council adopted Recommendation
2001/331/EC providing for minimum criteria for environmental inspections in the Member States
(RMCEI). The RMCEI contains non-binding criteria for the planning, carrying out, following up and
reporting on environmental inspections. The RMCEI says that inspection activities should be
planned in advance and recommends a systematic approach (inspection plan and program). The
Communication on the review of the RMCEI [COM (2007)707 final] highlights in section 2.1 that it
does not include criteria for the inspection of Natura 2000 sites and it encouraged IMPEL to develop
such criteria.
During the Green Expert Team Meeting in Trogir (Croatia) 19 – 21 September 2016 the need for a
planning tool for inspections was identified. Planning of inspections is one of the key factors to
make inspection more transparent, systematic and effective. Criteria how often Natura 2000 sites
should be inspected to ensure sufficent inspection and to contribute to the maintenance of the
favourable status of the site are various and differ from country to country. The project team
agreed on a two-step approach:
a) setting up a roadmap for the development of a planning tool for inspections of Natura 2000
sites in 2017 and
b) development of the tool itself from 2018 on.
The IMPEL project 2018/14 provided criteria and developed an IT tool as part of the planning of
inspections of Natura 2000 sites in the IMPEL member countries. For that purpose the project team
decided to adjust the already existing IRAM-Tool to the needs in this field.
C. Aim
The main objective of this project is to contribute to the continuing development of capacity within
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IMPEL, to the gather forces and to share experience between MS to assure proper implementation
and enforcement of the Nature directives and to promote nature conservation.
The IMPEL project 2018/14 provided criteria and a scoring system for a risk based assessment of the
frequency of inspections of nature protected sites (focus: Natura 2000 sites). The project team
decided to adjust the already existing IRAM-IT-Tool to the needs in this field and proposed the
name NIRAM-Tool (Integrated Risk Assessment Methodology for Natura Sites). The applicability of
the proposed criteria and the tool have to be confirmed / substantiated through tests and practical
work with them.
To achieve such objective the project team proposes an IMPEL follow-up project in 2019. Its aim is
to improve the proposed criteria and to adjust the first version of the NIRAM tool to manage the
frequency of nature protected site visits (focussing Natura 2000 sites). If possible, the tool will also
store data collated through inspections over the long term in order to be used by inspection
authorities for the purposes of evidence and long term trends in nature protected sites change.
The aim of further improvement and training can only be achieved by using a multi-annual
approach. The timeline would be the following:
• Project 2019 will consist of:

•

o

A first meeting with: test of the NIRAM tool by project group and selected authorities /
inspectors in the host country and providing feedback for changes (steps: the host
country prepares the scoring of NIRAM criteria, the inspection frequency will be
identified, feedback prepared and site visits for second meeting prepared), discussion
on the storage of information (currently possible with NIRAM and useful / desired
storage capacity).

o

A second meeting with: amendment of phase 2 tool, and preparatory work for the test
of the NIRAM tool on selected sites of participating countries and joint inspection of
two sites in the host country.

o

A third meeting with: test of the NIRAM tool in another selected country and decision
whether NIRAM tool and guidance document need further changes. Assessment of the
results of exploring the possibilities for the storage of information / identification of
further development. Preparatory work for the training phase 2020.

Project 2020 will
o

•

Provide training for NIRAM administrators, coordinators and inspectors in different
IMPEL member countries

Project 2021 will:
o

If necessary, gather feedback from users and identify needs for improvement and
further recommendations for the tool.

o

Provide further training for NIRAM administrators, coordinators and inspectors in
different IMPEL member countries

Interim reports of progress, key successes and failures will be provided at the end of each project
year and a final report at the end of tool development highlighting successes, failures, feedback and
lessons learned.
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2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

In project phase 2019:
Exchange of experience concerning the frequency of inspections of nature protected sites (focusing
on Natura 2000 sites),
systematic assessment of the robustness of the criteria proposed for the sector and testing the
draft NIRAM tool will improve the tool and increase the applicability.
The proposed NIRAM IT tool as a part of the planning of inspections of Natura 2000 sites will
provide a systematic approach which would maximize resources into key areas of concern,
For the development of a common understanding and sharing as well as spreading knowledge
interim reports will be produced. The results will be available for all interested parties.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
2013: “Nature protection in permitting and inspection”
2014: “Nature protection in permitting and inspection of industrial installations Implementation
of Art. 6(3) of the Habitats Directive” – general overview
2015: “Nature protection in permitting and inspection of industrial installations Implementation
of Art. 6(3) of the Habitats Directive” – evaluation of the Guidance Document “Wind energy
developments and Natura 2000” and development of a Sector specific guidance document
on Article 6(3) HD in permitting of farm projects (pigs and poultry).
2016: Nature protection in permitting and inspection of extractive industry (quarries and open cast
mining) – Implementation of Art. 6(3) of the Habitats Directive
2017/18: Nature protection in permitting and inspection: Implementation of Art. 6(3) of the HD –
(1) inspection of non-energy extractive industry (quarries and open cast mining), and
(2) Roadmap for a planning tool concerning inspection of Natura 2000 sites (including the
option of using the IRAM-Tool)
2018/14: Development of a planning tool for inspections of nature protected sites with focus on
Natura 2000 sites

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going, to do and how?)
Working with a core team for the preparation of the project activities,
-

A first meeting with: test of the NIRAM tool by project group and selected authorities /
inspectors in the host country and providing feedback for changes (steps: the host country
prepares the scoring of NIRAM criteria, the inspection frequency will be identified, feedback
prepared and site visit for second meeting prepared), discussion on storage of information

-

A second meeting with: amendment of phase 2 tool, preparatory work for the test of the
NIRAM tool on other selected sites and joint inspection of two sites in the host country.

-

A third meeting with: test of the NIRAM tool in another selected country and decision
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whether NIRAM tool and guidance document need further changes. Preparatory work for
the training phase 2020. Identification of further work concerning storage of information.
Preparation of the documents / outputs of the project phase 2019.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
Defined frequencies for inspection of Natura 2000 sites,
A set of improved criteria to be used for the NIRAM IT tool,
Decision on improved NIRAM tool,
Amount of resources needed for the planning of inspection by using the NIRAM tool.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)

January 2019:
identification of core team members
February to March 2019: identification of contributors to the project selected coordinators /
inspectors
March 2019:
first core team meeting plus selected coordinators / inspectors
April 2019:
invitation for the second meeting
End of June 2019:
second meeting of core team and selected coordinators / inspectors
August 2019:
third meeting of core team and selected coordinators / inspectors
September 2019:
draft final report for green expert team
November 2019:
submission of the draft interim report to GA

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed

prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)
Overall responsibility:
Project Manager: Gisela Holzgraefe, Ministry for Energy Transition, Agriculture, Environment, Nature and
Digitalisation of Land Schleswig-Holstein, Germany
Project Co-Manager: t.b.d.

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
8 countries:
Germany, Portugal, Slovenia, Croatia, Latvia, Romania, Spain and England
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4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
t.b.d

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

t.b.d
e.g. ENCA, Habitats Committee, ORNIS Committee, JASPERS, Working group for Appropriate
Assessment procedure. Working group on EIA (Espoo Convention) and SEA (Kyiv Protocol), possibly
others with experience in the use of different planning tools, e.g. IRAM

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1 2019

Year 2 2020

18 940 €

20.515 €

18 940 €

20 515 €
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6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1 -2019 and 2020
Year 1- 2019
Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

8 x 360 € =
2 880 €

1200 €

500 €

4 580 €

Second meeting (core team plus
10 experts from host country)

8 x 360 € =
2 880 €

4 320 €
(18x2x120)

1 350 €
(18x3x25)

8 550 €

Third meeting (8 core team plus
2 experts from host country)

8 x 360 € =
2 880 €

1200 €

500 €

4 580 €

8 640 €

6 720 €

2 350 €

17.710 €

Event 1

First meeting (8 core team plus 2
experts from host country),
March 2019,
Location t.b.d.
8 participants
2 days, 1 night

Event 2

June 2019
Location t.b.d.
18 (8 core team plus 10
experts)
3 days / 2 nights
Event 3

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €120 per
night)

(max €25 per day)

August 2019
Location t.b.d.
8 participants
2 days, 1 night

Event 4
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Total costs for all events
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Year 2- 2020
Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

8 x 360 € =
2 880 €

1200 €

500 €

4 580 €

Trainingsession
For 10 countries

15 x 360 € =
5400 €

3 600 €

1 125 €

10 125 €

Third meeting (8 core team plus
2 experts from host country)

8 x 360 € =
2 880 €

1200 €

500 €

4 580 €

11 160 €

6 000 €

2 125 €

19 285 €

Event 1

Preparatory meeting (8 core
team plus 2 experts from host
country),
March 2020,
Location t.b.d.
8 participants
2 days, 1 night

Event 2

June 2019
Location t.b.d.
15 (10 experts + 2 trainers + 3
core team members)
3 days / 2 nights
Event 3

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €120 per
night)

(max €25 per day)

August 2020
Location t.b.d.
8 participants
2 days, 1 night

Event 4
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Total costs for all events
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7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?
7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

-

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?

-

Yes

No

Yes

No

7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Namely: 630 € + 600 €

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

630 €: participation in IMPEL green expert team meetings,
600 €: for minibus for on-site inspection during second
and third meeting

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

IMPEL

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
What
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8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

t.b.d.

First core team meeting
Workshop
Second core team meeting

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

t.b.d.

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

t.b.d.

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

COM, non-IMPEL participants, e.g. ENCA, Habitats Committee,
ORNIS Committee, JASPERS, Working group for Appropriate
Assessment procedure. Working group on EIA (Espoo Convention)
and SEA (Kyiv Protocol)

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?
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In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version:

Author(s): John Visbeen
Date: October 31th 2017

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-c utting – tools and approaches -

x

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

x
x

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
-Research and recommendation of the best way to exchange Information, including intelligence,
about Illegal Killing and Catching Birds (project IKB) and infringements according to EU Timber
regulation between authorities and NGO’s.
- Implementation of this best choose in order to improve information exchange between authorities
IMPEL members and NGO’s in these cross- border crimes.

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Project IKB exchange of intelligence between authorities and NGO’s

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
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- Bird directive 2007/149/EC
- Habitat directive 92/43/EEC
- National Flora and Fauna legislation in each MS
- EU Timber regulation

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation indentified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

X

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

IKB crimes are, in many cases, a Cross border problem and Enforcement is scattered (even in MS)
Information and Intelligence are drivers for a good Enforcement. There is a need to gather and
exchange information and Intelligence. In the field of combatting Illegal Killing of Birds NGO’s also
provide information. It is important that there is a platform were this information can be shared
between authorities and NGO’s. This Platform can also be used for sharing information about
infringements according to Timber regulation.
The aim is to improve the way (method) to exchange and share information with other EU MS
Enforcement teams and NGO’s working in the field of IKB and EU Timber regulation.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
In 2016 we established a controlled mailing list based on protocols and appointments with
authorities and umbrella organisation (f.i. Birdlife Europe) for the exchange of information on
criminal activities, seizures, etc. according illegal killing of birds and EU timber regulation,
In 2016 we developed protocols and appointments, develop and launch of mailing list,
communication strategy. It is based on the success of existing tools, such as EU TWIX mailing list.
In 2016 we also build the website www.IMPEL-ESIX.eu
In 2017 and 2018 we continued to develop the website and fill it with relevant content. We also
continue to establish a medium to share and exchange Information and Intelligence on IKB an EU
Timber regulation. During a meeting of Commission , during CMS/MIKT meeting in Malta and at
four network conference in Oxford we were able to ask more attention for IMPEL-ESIX.
Some figures on the results of IMPEL-ESIX information exchange
Number of users subscribed on the mailing list :
Dec 2016 76 - Dec 2017 179 - Aug 2018 206
The background of the users of the mailing list is 45 % Enforcement officers and 55 % stakeholders
like NGO's , policy officers, national government focal points, European Commission etc
People from all 28 EU Member States are resprestend, plus colleagues from Switserland, Norway,
Bosnia – Herzegovina, FYI Macedonia, Serbia, Albania, Belarus and Ukraine are representing
Enforcement and stakeholders.
In the period, September 2016 till end of 2016 Impel-Esix shared 76 newsletters on the mailing list.
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In 2017, 200 newsletters were shared and in 2018 (Jan till Aug), 123 newsletters.
The content of the newsletters covered: 92 % on IKB issues in the EU. About 5 % covered IKB issues
outside the EU.
In addition, 3 % where newsletters on general environmental issues related to bird populations.
All newsletters are screened and edited by the Impel-Esix team. The biggest sources of information
were Birdlife international (32 %) and CABS (42 %). About 12 % came from other NGO's and about
8% was shared by Enforcement bodies
The newsletters have triggered several investigations and made an important contribution to the
cooperation between enforcement teams and stakeholders
In 2016, 2017 and 2018 information about infringements was presented at the website and there
were already cases were the moderator was able to bring information about crime cases that was
received from NGO’s to authorities/enforcement bodies in other countries.
A better exchange of the information and Intelligence will certainly improve Enforcement in this
field. For 2019 is the challenge to establish IMPEL-ESIX by the growth in participants as well from
NGO’s as authorities. Also structural funding of IMPEL-ESIX by other financial means than IMPEL
project budget will be explored in 2019.
In 2019 the use of IMPEL ESIX according to infringements according to EU Timber regulation, with a
special focus on the countries with the possession of virgin woods will be initiated and further
explored. This in close collaboration with traffic/EU TWIX who has experience on global level.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
-IMPEL Management team on Nature Protection
-Project IKB

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
1. Manage the controlled mailing list based on protocols and appointments with authorities
and umbrella organisation (f.i. Birdlife Europe) for the exchange of information on criminal
activities, seizures, etc. according illegal killing of birds and EU timber regulation,
2. Manage the website with information according to wildlife crime with a focus on illegal
killing of birds,
3. Work with consultant for supercharge (“aanjagen”) to control the access-list, fill the
website with relevant content and further administration,
4. Follow-up; explore funding possibilities; decision making; establish this tool within
IMPEL/MS/other authorities,

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
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Tool to improve Information Exchange on IKB and possibility to create a way to exchange
Intelligence between authorities and NGO’s within the possibilities of the Law

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
1. Contract consultant
2. Communication to extend number of participants of the mailing list,
3. Supercharge (“aanjagen”) participants,

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)
Potential risk is to create something that already exists. The research will first point out to already
existing systems and the possibilities to uses these
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4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

John Visbeen; Manager experteam on Nature Conservation

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)

This is the advisory board,
-partcipant 1-Romania
-particpant 2-Netherlands
-partcipant 3-Slovenia
-participant 1- Birdlife
-participant 2- FACE
-participant 3- NGO

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
All members of the Expert team on nature protection are involved in development of this project.

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
-EU TWIX/Traffic (t.b.c.)
-Representative of Birdlife and/or FACE

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1 - 2019 Year 2 - 2020 Year 3
25.000

25.000

25.000

25.000
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6. Detailed event costs of the work
Cost of work 2019

Event 1
Coreteam meeting 1consultation EU TWIX
March 2018
Brussels
<6 participants >
<1 nights>
Event 2
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Event 3
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

2160

720

150

2160+720+
150=3030

720

150

3030

(max €360 per
return journey)

2160
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Cost of work 2020;

Event 1
Coreteam meeting 1consultation EU TWIX
March 2018
Brussels
<6 participants >
<1 nights>
Event 2
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Event 3
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

2160

720

150

2160+720+
150=3030

720

150

3030

(max €360 per
return journey)

2160

(max €120 per
night)

(max €25 per day)

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

40 weeks X 1 days X 5 hrs X 50 euro=10.000= moderator
40 weeks X 1 days X 5 hrs X 50 euro=10.000= communications
officer

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?

IMPEL

7.4. What will the consultant
do?

The outcome of the project is a controlled mailing list based on
protocols and appointments with authorities and umbrella
organisation (f.i. Birdlife Europe) for the exchange of information
on criminal activities, seizures, etc. according illegal killing of
birds, timber regulation.
The consultant will prepare the approval of protocols and
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appointments, take care of technical acces to the mailinglist,
administration of participants, and supercharge("aanjagen").
The communications officer will develop de IMPEL ESIX website as
a central and important information an communication tool of all
activities according to the expert team on nature protection. This
also to disseminate and promote the results of the expert team
This in coherence with the IMPEL website.

7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

10.070 euro

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

Technical cost and cost to improve the mailing list and website

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

IMPEL

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

Yes

7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes, PM for promotion of IMPEL-ESIX

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
By when

What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):
-proposal

x

x

x

Workshop in february 2017
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meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

-

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

Yes, will be investigated

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

-Yes, will be investigated

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

-Yes, will be investigated



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version:

Author(s): John Visbeen
Date: 15-10-2017

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-c utting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):
-exchange of information,
-meeting of experts,

v

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Green expert team meeting & network activities

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Green expert team meeting & network activities

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Birds Directive, Habitats Directive (Natura 2000),
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2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organizations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

In 2014 the first green IRI was executed in Romania, the second green IRI will be executed in May
2016 in Italy. Best practices and opportunities for improvement were identified. Romania pointed
out a focus area where they want to exchange knowledge and expertise. This focusses on
organization of environmental and nature protection agencies (separated or merged)
During the expert team meetings in Romania in 2015 and in Croatia in 2016 the working group
identified the issue of ‘hunting tourism’ as an opportunity to work together to identify the scope of
this activity and to identify legal and illegal aspects. This was based on a presentation from a
prosecutor in Romania. This case had deep impact on nature protection status and it was told that
illegal activities still continue. A presentation from Slovenia showed that a ‘closed regulatory’
system is possible to provide infringements as much as possible. This is a system other Member
States can learn from. During the workshop in 2016 in Croatia we discussed proposals for the
projects next year the topics wild life forensics-DNA-closed foot rings- tracking systems were
mentioned as use full and important projects.
In the management plan for the expert team on nature protection the ‘backbone structure’
contains a cycle from an IRI activity, followed up with expert team meeting in the year after.
During expert team meeting Member States present recent developments in wild life crime (best
practices, crime cases). We also discuss results of projects on nature protection, collaboration with
other networks and NGO’s (participation in LIFE plus activities). It is important to define these
network activities an split the task between the expert team members. Discussion on specific theme
(f.i. invasive species) is also possible. Also TOR proposals for 2019 will be discussed. On going
project ideas are wild life forensics-DNA-closed foot rings- tracking systems were mentioned as
usefull and important projects.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

-Exchange of (enforcement) information, collegial help to improve organization and execution of
EU nature protection legislation requirements,
-Extend the network of inspectors working together,

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)

Green IRI Romania 2014,
Follow-up workshop 2015,
Green IRI Italy 2016
Workshop/expert team meeting in Sibiu-Romania 2015, Trogir-Croatia 2016, Flevoland-Netherlands
2017
Workshop wildlifetraficking/expert team meeting 2018 Portugal
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3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
Preparatory meeting for the expert team meeting:
Discuss about proposals and organization for projects on the topics: wildlife forensics-DNA-closed
foot rings- tracking systems; these projects were mentioned several times as usefull and important
but there is more time needed to work this ideas out in good Terms of References but also to
organize project management and participation on beforehand. The aim to adopt the TORs during
the green expert team meeting.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
Programme and invitation,
Draft Tors to adopt during the green expert team meeting,
Report of results of expert team meeting,

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
September-October - expert team meeting in combination with workshop or follow up IRI.

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

John Visbeen, manager expert team on nature protection,
Alfred Dreijer (t.b.c.)- co-manager expert team on nature protection

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
All members of the Expert team on nature protection are involved in development of this project.

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
-representatives from NGO’s like Birdlife/Face/IFAW,
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5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

4625

3050

4625

3050

Year 3

Year 4

Catering €

Total costs €

6. Detailed event costs of the work for 2019
Travel €
Event 4
Workshop/expertmeeting
September
t.b.c.
t.b.c.
t.b.c.
Total costs for all events

(max €360 per
return journey)

Hotel €

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

4625

4625

Cost for 2020
Travel €
Event 4
Workshop/expertmeeting
September
(place)
t.b.c.
t.b.c.
Total costs for all events

(max €360 per
return journey)
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7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

PM

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

cost for network activities from members from the expert team
(f.i. meetings in Brussels, other networks (EUFJE, ENPE, Envicrime,
Europol. Interpol, CMS/MIKT etc. )

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

IMPEL

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
What
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8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

Yes

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

-

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

-

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?
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In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version:

Author(s): John Visbeen
Date: 18-11-2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-c utting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):
-exchange of information,
-meeting of experts,

v

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Examination/analyses of results of questionnaire send out to Members States (authority, Birdlife
partners, FACE partners) and one joint inspections in the field of hunting tourism, Internet
search/survey.

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Huntingtourism

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Birds Directive, Habitats Directive (Natura 2000),
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2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organizations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

During the workshop in Romania in 2015 the working group identified the issue of ‘hunting tourism’
as an opportunity to work together to identify the scope of this activity and to identify legal and
illegal aspects. This was based on a presentation from a prosecutor in Romania. This case had deep
impact on nature protection status and it was told that illegal activities still continue.
In 2015 we examined good example of ‘closed’ regulatory system according to hunting regulation in
Slovenia by soft and hard control measures. This was also presented during the expert team
meeting in Croatia in 2016 and this information was useful for several Member States. Therefore a
study inspection was organized in Slovenia in 2017 to see more of the system working in practice.
In 2015 we also developed an survey for internet search for companies who offer hunting tourism
trips. The outcomes were receive very positive during expert team meeting in Croatia in 2016 and
there was a demand for a follow up and more widespread search. This will be discussed during
expert team meeting in 2017.
During joint inspection in Slovenia we also discussed the importance of developing a questionnaire
to get more information about the scope of the problem. The choice was made to send out the
questionnaire in each Member State but to three different organizations: a representative of an
authority, of a Birdlife partner and a FACE partner. We hoped to receive all the results of the
questionnaire during 2017, so the results can be analyzed in 2018. Due to lack of capacity bit was
not possible to execute this activities in 2018, but there is still great importance’s to start. This was
also emphasized during a meeting according to the roadmap according tot Illegal killing of birds,
organized by European Commission. As regards the issue of illegal killing of birds hunting tourism is
a field that would be very valuable and could be fruitfully addressed in the context of IMPEL.
The way we progress with the internet search and the questionnaire together with the serious
information that there are still illegal activities according to hunting tourism this information must
lead to joint inspections with enforcement officers and probably custom officers involved. During
expert team meeting in 2018 this was also topic of discussion. In the meanwhile information from
the IMPEL-ESIX leads to a possible crime case. A initiative document will be prepared in 2018.
ere was be decision between which countries a joint inspection can be executed.
Possible actions could also target the hunting communities, the companies organizing hunting trips,
the national authorities, etc. It is important to involve BirdLife and FACE on that topic.
During the core team meetings ion 2019 and 2020 each year the specific topics according the joint
inspections will be targeted, based on mort recent information out of intelligence and IMPEL- ESIX.
There fore the same financial structure has been chosen. (see 6; detailed cost of the work). Basic
idea is to organize the joint inspection ion the country were illegal poaching took place and in the
country were delivery of the illegal trophies were foreseen.
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2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

-Report-analysis of the scope of the problem according to hunting tourism based on three different
point of views )Authorities-Birdlife partners-FACE partner
-Exchange of (enforcement) information the lead to a joint inspection in the field of hunting tourism
and to investigate illegalities,
-Extend the network of inspectors working together,

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
Green IRI Romania 2014, Green IRI Italy 2016
Core team meeting hunting tourism 2016
Workshop/expert team meeting Sibiu 2015, Croatia 2016 and Netherlands/Flevoland 2017
Joint inspection Slovenia 2017

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)

Hunting tourism follow up internet survey:
-Preparing internet survey,
-Executing internet survey,
-Core team meeting to discuss about results,
-Dissemination report.

Hunting tourism follow up questionnaire:
-Analyses received questionnaire form authorities, Birdlife partners, FACE partners,
-Drafting and dissemination report,
-Core team meeting to discuss about results,
-Dissemination report.
Joint inspection
Preparation of the joint inspection will take place after core team meeting were the results of the
internet survey and the questionnaire will be discussed. Based on the information of IMPEL ESIX we
will make inventory of Member States that want to host second joint inspection.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
Internet Survey and report,
Draft Tors to adopt during the green expert team meeting,
Report of results of the internet survey

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
January-February; analyzing results questionnaire
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February- March: Drafting report
April; core team meeting- discussing results of report and discussion next steps & preparation of
joint inspection hunting tourism
September executing joint inspection hunting tourism

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Lead & co lead: Netherlands and Slovenia.

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
Latvia

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Malta (t.b.c.)
France (t.b.c.)

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
-Face
-Birdlife

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1 -2019

Year 2 -2020

Year 3

Year 4

15260

15260

0

0

15260
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6. Detailed event costs of the work
Year 1 : 2019

Event 1
Core team meeting &
preparation of joint
inspection
April
t.b.c. (location)
7 (person)
2 nights
Event 2
Execution of inspection in
country of infringement
Between June-Sept
t.b.c. (location)
4 (person)
3 nights
Event 3
Execution of inspection in
country of destination of
trophies
Between June-Sept
t.b.c. (location)
4 (person)
3 nights
Event 4
Core team meeting/report
September
t.b.c. (location)
7 (person)
2 nights
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

7X360=2520

2X120X7=
1680

2X25X7= 350

2520+1680+
350 = 4550

4X360=1440

3X120X4=
1440

2X25X4= 200

1440+1440+
200= 3080

4X360=1440

3X120X4=
1440

2X25X4= 200

1440+1440+
200= 3080

7X360=2520

2X120X7=
1680

2X25X7= 350

2520+1680+3
350 = 4550

(max €360 per
return journey)
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Year 2 : 2020

Event 1
Core team meeting &
preparation of joint
inspection
April
t.b.c. (location)
7 (person)
2 nights
Event 2
Execution of inspection in
country of infringement
Between June-Sept
t.b.c. (location)
4 (person)
3 nights
Event 3
Execution of inspection in
country of destination of
trophies
Between June-Sept
t.b.c. (location)
4 (person)
3 nights
Event 4
Core team meeting/report
September
t.b.c. (location)
7 (person)
2 nights
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

7X360=2520

2X120X7=
1680

2X25X7= 350

2520+1680+
350 = 4550

4X360=1440

3X120X4=
1440

2X25X4= 200

1440+1440+
200= 3080

4X360=1440

3X120X4=
1440

2X25X4= 200

1440+1440+
200= 3080

7X360=2520

2X120X7=
1680

2X25X7= 350

2520+1680+3
350 = 4550

(max €360 per
return journey)
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7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?

PM euro

7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?

IMPEL

7.4. What will the consultant
do?

Analyzing results of the questionnaire that we will receive from all
Member States (and within the Member State from Authority,
Birdlife Partner, FACE partner)

7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

No

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
What
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8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

Yes

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

-

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

-

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?
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In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.:
Version:

Author(s): João Loureiro
Date: November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title
1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Analysis of good practices in the implementation of Council Regulation (EC) no 338/97 of 9
december 1996, on the protection of species of wild fauna and flora by regulating trade therein and
Commission Regulation (EC) no 865/2006, of 4 may 2006, laying down detailed rules concerning the
implementation of Council Regulation (EC) no 338/97 on the protection of species of wild fauna and
flora by regulating trade therein, and their relation with the EU Action Plan against Wildlife
Trafficking, with possible participation of ENPE, EUFJE and EnvicrimeNet.

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Good practices in the implementation of the EU Action Plan against Wildlife Trafficking
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2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
Council Regulation (EC) no 338/97 of 9 december 1996
Commission Regulation (EC) no 865/2006, of 4 may 2006
CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora)
EU Action Plan against Wildlife Trafficking
Member States legislation implementing CITES

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas

1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

The scale of wildlife trafficking is such that it now poses a genuine threat to the survival of some of
nature’s most emblematic species. As a result, tigers, rhinoceros, elephants, and even species of
timber such as rosewood are severely at risk of extinction.
Wildlife trafficking has become a billion-euro criminal industry dominated by organized criminal
groups. It is all the more attractive as the risk of detection is low, penalties are often insignificant,
whereas the profits are comparable to arms and human trafficking.
Though the countries more affected are those with more biodiversity and generally outside the EU,
Europe too is directly concerned and affected. Endangered birds and reptiles are offered for sale in
the European Union, protected timber and ivory have been sneaked through harbours, and highly
endangered glass eels from Europe are ending up for sale in Asia.
So far, EU efforts to address the problem have focused on implementing the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora and advocating for strict global
rules, supporting large scale conservation efforts, and engaging in regional or multilateral initiatives
to curb wildlife trafficking and poaching.
The implementation of the EU Action Plan against Wildlife Trafficking will require broad support,
not just from the EU institutions, but also the EU agencies – Europol and Eurojust –, the Member
States and their relevant agencies, the EU Delegations and Member States Embassies in third
countries.
That EU Action Plan demonstrates that the EU is ready to live up to international expectations and
commitments, and that it is raising the level of its ambition as regards action against the illegal
trade in wildlife. The Action Plan is a major contribution towards the Sustainable Development
Goals set under the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development agreed by heads of state at a UN
summit in September 2015. Goal 15, which relates to biodiversity, sets the target of “tak[ing] urgent
action to end poaching and trafficking of protected species of flora and fauna, and address[ing] both
demand and supply of illegal wildlife products
Nevertheless, the EU and its Member States need to address the problem together. EU-wide rules
regulating the trade in wildlife have been in place in all Member States since 1983, implementing
CITES, and the Commission issued a recommendation on enforcement in 2007.
However, reports reveal significant differences in how the Member States implement and enforce
these shared rules. This represents a major risk; criminals can easily exploit this state of affairs by
diverting trade routes accordingly, as a number of cases in recent years have shown. It has also
emerged, in various reports and during the stakeholder consultation, that lack of awareness and
political engagement are also major obstacles to combating wildlife trafficking effectively.
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A joint commitment by the EU and its Member States, in the form of an Action Plan, to taking a
series of measures, implementing shared international commitments and acknowledging at a
political level the importance of tackling the problem, represents a way to ensure more even EUwide enforcement. It will help boost the EU’s credibility worldwide when it demands that its global
partners take stronger action against wildlife trafficking.
To achieve those goals it will be essential to work together closely between the Member States,
with stakeholders, including civil society organizations and relevant business sectors, on many
specific measures to make maximum use of the available expertise and knowledge and ensure
maximum impact.
And one important action will be to analyze the different good practices to implement the EU tools
to tackled wildlife trafficking and to build an orientation guide that can be share and used by all
Member States.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

A general goal of the project is to build a reference guide to a core group of implementing
enforcement authorities of the EU Member States that enable them to successfully tackle the
problem of the wildlife trafficking.
That includes:
-.exchange of solutions concerning implementation problems;
-.facilitating implementation and interpretation of available tools;
-.joint inspections;
-.web applications;
-.identifying implementation gaps;
-. overview on the approaches in different European countries
- cooperation between actors from the compliance chain, also on defining consistent solutions for
implementation problems.
The project team and participants of a workshop will work on these issues to come up with good
practice examples for implementation.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)

Priority topics from the issues described in 2.4 will be chosen by the project group for the
development of solutions and guidance. These topics will also be discussed and developed further
during a workshop of the project but will mainly come from Priority(ies) 2 (Implementing and
enforcing existing rules and combating organized wildlife crime more effectively) and Objectives 2.2
(Increase capacity to combat wildlife trafficking of all parts of the enforcement chain and the
judiciary) and 2.3 (Fight organized wildlife crime more effectively) from EU Action Plan against
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Wildlife Trafficking.
Guidance and best practice examples that have been already developed will be presented and
discussed and will be put into a form that is useful for the guidance book.
Guidance to best practices of implementation that lead to the constitution of solid cases to be
presented to court, of administrative, civil and criminal offences”
There will be conducted also back to back with the workshop and the project meetings joint
inspections of a small sub-group of the project team to the main issues dealt within this project in
the host country.
The guidance will be a first approach on good practices for better implementation of the EU Action
Plan against Wildlife Trafficking. Most probably this project will continue in the future to further
develop the guidance, also addressing specific areas of Wildlife Trafficking.
In 2018 a first workshop was executed to bring all participants on the same level of knowledge
according to wildlife trafficking. The important investigation by authorities and prosecutor according
to the violation of nature protection was according to the glass eel case in all his aspects had been
explained.
During the workshop several loop holes according to regulation according to wildlife trafficking had
been pointed out. Also the situation according to closed food rings and captive bred. This is no only a
loop hole according to CITES legislation, but also topic which is important to further explore under
EU Birds Directive. Therefore during workshop and during the expert team meeting this topic has
been addressed as an important topic to investigate. This was also confirmed during an EU meeting
according to the EU action plan to combat illegal killing of birds. Our colleagues from Portugal
confirmed that it is possible to make a combination of this workshop with a study joint inspection at
the birds market in Porto.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)

Outputs:
• Guidance book with good practices for better implementation of the EU Action Plan against
Wildlife Trafficking, taking into account:
• Results from real joint inspections
• IMPEL member examples
• Inspection tools
• Minimum extent and resources for inspections
• Results from a technical workshop
Outcome:
Reduction of the implementation gaps and a level playing field within IMPEL member states.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)

-.Development of the work program 2018: January/February 2018
-.Finalising work program at the first project group meeting: March 2018
-. Work on topics: April/May 2018
-.Preparation of the workshop: June 2018
-.Joint inspection: back to back with the project group meetings and the workshop
-.Workshop: country approach / good practices / related projects: September 2018
-.Development of guidance and good practice examples: until November 2018
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3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in place
to mitigate these?)

The first risk is that only a few countries collaborate within this activity. The strategic approach for
actively encourage and support passive members was used to mitigate this risk.
The second risk is that only inspectors will be members of the project team. The results will invite
more stakeholders to participate in the project
The third risk is that outputs of the project are only recognized by a small group of active project
members. Communication of results shall be used to mitigate this risk.

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Portugal, João Loureiro, Institute for Nature Conservation and Forests

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
Portugal and other 6 interested countries, to be confirmed, but possible partners could be Spain,
United Kingdom, Germany, Czech Republic

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Potential connections, to be confirmed, with: ENPE, EUFJE, EnvicrimeNet, ICCWC, Interpol, Europol,
CITES Secretariat

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1 -2019

Year 2-2020

16875

16875

16875
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6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 2019
Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

15x 360=
5400

15x 2 x
120=3600

15x 3 x 25=
1125

5400+3600+
1125= 10125

10x 360=
3600

10x 2 x
120=2400

10 x 3 x 25=
750

6750

(max €360 per
return journey)

Event 1
Workshop and joint study
inspection
March 2019
porto, Portugal
15
3 days/2 nights
Event 2
Wordkhsop to develop
guidance documents
September 2019
<t.b.c.>
<10>
<3 days /2 nights
Event 3
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Total costs for all events
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Year 2: 2020

Event 1
Workshop and joint study
inspection
March 2020
t.b.c.
15
3 days/2 nights
Event 2
Workshop to develop
guidance documents
September 2020
<t.b.c.>
<10>
<3 days /2 nights
Event 3
<Type of event>
<Data of event>
<Location>
<No. of participants>
<No. of days/nights>
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

15x 360=
5400

15x 2 x
120=3600

15x 3 x 25=
1125

5400+3600+
1125= 10125

10x 360=
3600

10x 2 x
120=2400

10 x 3 x 25=
750

6750

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per day)

16875

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
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do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Namely: Present the Project Outputs at ET meeting

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?

Present the Project Outputs at ET meeting: 360 euros + 3x90=630
euros

7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?

IMPEL

7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

Yes

No

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:

8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
By when

What

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
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which languages
8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required
8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how
8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted


) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory

9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2019/
Version: 1

Author(s): Simon Bingham
Date: October 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
IMPEL

1. Work type and title:

Mini Conference on advances in the regulatory toolkit

1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches 1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
A mini conference to further explore advances in the use of the regulatory toolkit (from
criminal to champion)
1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Regulatory toolkit mini conference 2020

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)

2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
All primary Environmental Directives + the ECA initiative
2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review
Initiatives
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3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and
the European Commission
2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

Environmental regulators face a constant struggle to be able to do more with less or more
with the same level of resource. To become or continue to remain an efficient and effective
regulator new regulatory tools needs to be developed and used.

This mini conference focuses on developments in the toolkit.
2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
To bring together IMPEL practitioners with a variety of roles to ensure the latest

developments can be shared to prevent organisations ‘re-inventing the wheel’ and wasting
public money by enabling them to reach the goal quicker.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which
projects and how they are related)
2017 Regulatory strategy mini conference & 2016 work on the toolkit

3. Structure of the proposed activity

3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
A mini conference spanning two days. The event is likely to attract around 35
participants and require an additional 5 presenters.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
The project is a low risk project.

4. Organisation of the work

4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be
confirmed prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)
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Simon Bingham (Scottish Environment Protection Agency)
4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
tbc
4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Open to all expert teams
4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None anticipated unless on own funds

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(exact)
25,000

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be co- 0
financed
25,000
Total budget

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Event 1
Mini conference
Date tbc
40 people
2 nights’ accommodation
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

14,400
(40*360)

9,600
(40*120*2)

1000
(40*25)

25,000

14400

9600

1000

25,000

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per
day)

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Namely:
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7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:
Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
8.1 Indicate which
communication materials
will be developed throughout
the project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the enewsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

October 2018

1. Mini Conference

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

November 2020
(if + when necessary)
November 2020
November 2020
November 2020
November 2020

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract (dependent on project team members)

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is
required

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

All IMPEL members via invite

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

To be assessed as part of the project



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks

Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact
the IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in
PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2019/
Version: 1

Author(s): Simon Bingham
Date: October 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
IMPEL

1. Work type and title:

Mini Conference on advances in the uses of technology in environmental and
regulatory monitoring

1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches 1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
A mini conference to further explore advances in the use of technology in environmental and
regulatory monitoring.
1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Technology mini conference 2019

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)

2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
All primary Environmental Directives
2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
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2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review
Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and
the European Commission
2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

Environmental regulators face a constant struggle to be able to do more with less or more
with the same level of resource. To become or continue to remain an efficient and effective
regulator new technology needs to be embraced.

This mini conference focuses on cutting edge developments in the use of technology
including artificial intelligence (& machine learning), eDNA, sensor technology and the use
of earth observation techniques.
2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
To bring together IMPEL practitioners with a variety of roles to ensure the latest

developments can be shared to prevent organisations ‘re-inventing the wheel’ and wasting
public money by enabling them to reach the goal quicker.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which
projects and how they are related)
2015 Mini conference on technology

3. Structure of the proposed activity

3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
A mini conference spanning two days (afternoon/morning). The event is likely to

attract around 25 participants and require an additional 5 presenters.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
The project is a low risk project.
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4. Organisation of the work

4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be
confirmed prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Simon Bingham (Scottish Environment Protection Agency)
4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
tbc
4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
Open to all expert teams
4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None anticipated unless on own funds

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(exact)
25,000

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be co- 0
financed
25,000
Total budget

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Event 1
Mini conference
Date tbc
40 people
2 nights’ accommodation
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

14,400
(40*360)

9,600
(40*120*2)

1000
(40*25)

25,000

14400

9600

1000

25,000

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per
day)

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
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7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes

No

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:
Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
8.1 Indicate which
communication materials
will be developed throughout
the project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the enewsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

October 2018

1. Mini Conference

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

November 2019
(if + when necessary)
November 2019
November 2019
November 2019
November 2019

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract (dependent on project team members)

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is
required

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

All IMPEL members via invite

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

To be assessed as part of the project



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks

Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact
the IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in
PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2019/
Version: 2

Author(s): Francesco Andreotti
Date: October 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF IMPEL
1. Work type and title:
Ensuring adequate capability in European EPAs to promptly and effectively detect,
identify and evaluate the clues and the evidences of possible environmental damage of
“suspect cases”.

1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches -

1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
A project to identify best practice and provide guidelines/tools and checklists to enhance EPAs
capability to promptly and effectively detect, identify and evaluate the clues and the evidences of
environmental damage caused by incidents, crisis, emergencies and eco-criminal acts, as well as to
suggest to Competent Authorities which are the best actions/obligations for each case to be
implemented/required, in order to give directions for the proper investigation and ascertaining of
clues and evidences and to ensure the immediate prevention/protection and perform the effective
remediation of the environmental damage.

1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Criteria For the Assessment Of Environmental Damage Project (CAED)
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2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)
2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)

Main legislative drivers:
• Directive 2004/35/CE on environmental liability with regard to the prevention and
remedying of environmental damage (ELD)
• National laws of Member States, that envisage other systems of liability for environmental
damage
• Resolution of the European Parliament P8_TA(2017)0414 of 26 October 2017
Other connected legislative drivers:
• Directive 79/409/EEC on the conservation of wild birds (Birds Directive)
• Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora
(Habitat Directive)
• Directive 2000/60/EC establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water
policy (Water Framework Directive)
• Directive 2008/56/EC establishing a framework for community action in the field of marine
environmental policy
• Directive 2006/118/EC on the protection of groundwater against pollution and
deterioration

2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas

1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and the
European Commission

2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

There is a variety of environmental damage or possible environmental damage situations,
considered by the national laws, requiring EPA’s technical staff to put in place assessment plans to
promptly and effectively detect, identify and evaluate the clues and the evidences of possible
environmental damage, caused for instance by incidents, crisis, emergencies and eco-criminal acts,
or triggered by citizens complaints. This diversity of situations and ascertaining requirements is
likely to have resulted in inconsistent actions to find the clues and to build the evidences of possible
environmental damage in order to prevent and mitigate it effectively. It is evident that, without
proper ascertainment and assessment of the threat of damage or extent of the damage, the success
of preventive or remedial measures remains excluded. Planning of the environmental
ascertainments to be conducted by EPAs or to impose to operators, need to be based on criteria for
the ascertainment of the environmental damage and threat of damage.
As well as contributing to improve protection of the environment this project supports the
protection of the public purse. At this regard, the success of promptly adopt an effective and
adequate environmental damage ascertaining and assessment, can decrease the probability of
failure of the State claim actions for delivery of financial provisions, when required, or for
compensation (within civil and penal disputes).
The aim of the project is therefore to assist EPAs and competent authorities in making better
decisions in the activation phase of “suspect cases”, defining the procedures and criteria for
ascertaining and assessing the environmental damage or the threat of environmental damage for
these particular cases.
To have a broader view and to overcome the limits on the implementation of the ELD as well as to
consider the possible development of the ELD following the Resolution of the European Parliament
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P8_TA(2017)0414 of 26 October 2017, the project will also consider other targets, other
circumstances and case studies where the possible new definition of damage of the ELD may be
applicable in the next future (e.g. damage to the air, extension of liability to non-Annex III activities,
etc.). For this reason, the project will also consider those cases in which the ELD is not yet applicable
and those in which the national standard for environmental liability should apply, where this is
more stringent.
This work also highlights the importance of planning and maintaining the environmental quality
monitoring and of the accessibility and availability of environmental data to ensure successful
delivery of environmental damage assessments.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

The assessment and remediation of environmental damage and the threat and the prevention of
environmental damage is a complex administrative and technical procedure that involves a
sequence of procedural steps (activation phase, design phase, execution phase and monitoring
phase), within which technical assessments are required and developed.
This project will be focused on the activation phase. The phase of activation is particularly important
whenever any company operator is involved in the event and, therefore, it is not possible to know
the event causes and evolution. The first actions following the event communication to the
authority are very important in order to keep under control the whole procedure of assessment and
intervention.
The project will therefore also focus on "suspect cases" of damage or threat of damage, for which
there is a need of developing a plan of site-specific technical assessments and whose development
criteria can also be deduced at procedural level as best practices.
Criteria will be identified by defining parameters related to "evidence" of damage or threat and to
"clue" of damage or threat.1
The project will collect examples of best practice of environmental damage assessments
internationally and will evaluate them in order to define those parameters, referring to the relevant
environmental compartments – surface inland waters, marine / coastal and transition waters,
ground waters, habitat and protected species, protected areas, soil and subsoil.
The project will develop a technical report on the collected best practices and, if possible, a guide of
procedures and decision-making schemes as a reference document for technical staff of EPAs and of
competent authorities to promptly and correctly ascertain possible environmental damage and to
prevent and mitigate it effectively. The guide could therefore identify issues to be considered by
EPAs in the decision-making process when ascertaining the possible environmental damage and
when assisting competent authorities in finding successful actions and/or obligations to prevent and
mitigate environmental damages.
Possible further development of this project could also to accompany the report/guide on
procedures and criteria by the definition of planning tools such as assessment plans for selected
case studies and/or the definition of assessment plan structures
These assessment plans could be identified as Assessment Plan of the threat of damage (APTD) and
as Assessment Plan of the extent of the damage (APED).
- "evidence" of environmental damage or threat of environmental damage, understood as evidence relating
to the existence of damage or threat
- "clue" of environmental damage or threat of environmental damage, meaning data, circumstances and other
elements of fact or law indicating the possible existence of damage or threat
These parameters must be functional to establish, in the case of indices, whether to start the assessment
phase and, in the case of the evidence, whether to start the project phase.

1
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2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which projects
and how they are related)
It could be linked to:
- the Environmental Incident and Emergency Response project because this project will be
the step further the organizational aspects of response management towards the planning
of the investigations of environmental damage
- the Financial Provision and Public Purse project because this project will support the
objective of promptly and correctly assess environmental damage to request financial
provisions and to protect public purse
- the IED implementation project because this project will complement the environmental
inspectors training and methodologies standardization and can be a trigger for the
development of practical tools such as check-lists
- possible training programs for emergency response professionals

3. Structure of the proposed activity
3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
•
•

•

•

Desk study of existing procedures and criteria for prompt environmental damage and
threat of environmental damage assessments in EPAs (in the EU and beyond) and
identification of the current range of practice and its core components
Development of a simple questionnaire based on the core components of the current
practice. The questionnaire will identify what procedures and criteria for prompt
environmental damage and threat of environmental damage assessments are already in
place in EU EPAs and which "evidence" and "clue" of damage or threat of environmental
damage are already identified as reference parameters for each environmental
compartment
The output of this will be used to identify current best practices. Project meetings will be
conducted and case studies will be selected in order to give also specific best practice
examples of prompt and effective damage and threats assessments for each
environmental compartment. The work will be carried out by the whole project team and
subgroups for each relevant environmental compartments will be created (if needed)
Drafting of a report/guide containing reference parameters and/or assessment planning
tools and dissemination to EU EPAs to encourage and inform best practice

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)

The first and future outcomes of the project will be:
- a report/guide on EU best practices and on the reference parameters relating to "evidence" of
damage or threat of environmental damage and to "clue" of damage or threat of environmental
damage,
- assessment planning tools such as APTD and APED.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
•
•

Desk study of existing procedures and criteria in EPAs in EU and beyond
Development of a questionnaire based on core components of current practice
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•
•

Case studies of up to four examples of best practice in EU
Drafting of a report/guide containing reference parameters and/or assessment planning
tools

3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)

The project is a low risk project. A possible risk is not to find a working group of experts on
environmental damage evaluation that could deal with all relevant environmental compartments
to be considered, such as: surface waters, groundwaters, marine waters, habitat and protected
species, land.
This issue could be fixed at the project recruiting phase, where environmental damage evaluators
that will join the team may be requested (if needed) to find support by specific compartment
experts in their EPAs/competent authorities and at the kick-off of the project by creating
subgroups for each relevant environmental compartment.

4. Organisation of the work
4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be confirmed
prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Francesco Andreotti on the behalf of ISPRA (Italian National Institute for the Environmental
Protection and Research), Italy

4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
Darko Blinkov (FYROM)
Nicolette Bouman (NL)
Kim Bradley (UK, SEPA)
Miljenka Kliček (Croatia)
J.F. Alonso Picon (ES)
Stavroula Pouli (GR)
Elinor Smith (UK, EA)
Regina Vilão (PT)

4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None anticipated unless on own funds

4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)

Questionnaire to other international environmental damage evaluators and competent
authorities

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be cofinanced
Total budget

Year 1
(exact)

Year 2

16,950

36,300

0

0

16,950

36,300
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6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

3240 (9*360)

2160 (9*2*120)

250 (10*25)

5650

3240 (9*360)

2160 (9*2*120)

250 (10*25)

5650

3240 (9*360)

2160 (9*2*120)

250 (10*25)

5650

Total costs for 2019

9720

6480

750

16,950

Event 1 - 2020
First Project Meeting
Date tbc (February 2020)
tbc
9 people + host
2 nights’ accommodation
Event 2 - 2020
Second Project Meeting
Date tbc (May 2020)
tbc
9 people + host
2 nights’ accommodation
Event 3 - 2020
Mini-Conference
Date tbc (October 2019)
tbc
50 people

3240 (9*360)

2160 (9*2*120)

250 (10*25)

5650

3240 (9*360)

2160 (9*2*120)

250 (10*25)

5650

14400
(40*360)

9600
(40*2*120)

1000
(40*25)

25000

Event 1 - 2019
First Project Meeting
Date tbc (March 2019)
tbc
9 people + host
2 nights’ accommodation
Event 2 - 2019
Second Project Meeting
Date tbc (May 2019)
tbc
9 people + host
2 nights’ accommodation
Event 3 - 2019
Project team review meeting
Date tbc (October 2019)
tbc
9 people + host
2 nights’ accommodation

(max €360 per
return journey)
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2 nights’ accommodation
Total costs for 2020

20,880

13,920

1,500

36,300

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:

Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)

8.1 Indicate which
communication materials will
be developed throughout the
project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the e-newsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

October 2018

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)

1.
2.
3.
4.

8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

April 2019 (& 20)
November 2019 (& 20)
(if + when necessary)

(if + when necessary)

Current practice review/Questionnaire in/out
Project Meeting
Project meeting
Project team review meeting

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract (dependent on project team members)

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is required

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

All IMPEL members via questionnaire

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

To be assessed as part of the project



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks
Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact the
IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2019/
Version: 1

Author(s): Simon Bingham
Date: October 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
IMPEL

1. Work type and title:

Mini conference on “Environmental incident public communications”.

1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches 1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
A mini conference to explore opportunities for improving the effectiveness of
communicating with the public during an environmental incident or emergency.
1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
Incident - Communications

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)

2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
All primary Environmental Directives including Environmental Liabilities Directive
2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review
Initiatives
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3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and
the European Commission
2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

Although most environmental regulators are not responsible for leading on public
communications, or for responding to incidents at sites they do not regulate, there was a
general acknowledgement that during an environmental incident, whether or not it was at a
regulated site, there would be significant public and media expectation of effective
communications from the regulator. This is not reflected either in well-established
communications channels and staff availability, or in clear roles and responsibilities between
the regulator and other responders. The environmental, human health and reputational risks
of this situation are evident. The project has identified enhancing the capability and capacity
of EU environmental regulators to communicate effectively with the public during an incident
or emergency as a high priority next step for the project.

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
To bring together IMPEL practitioners with roles in ensuring adequate arrangements for

incident and emergency response, to explore opportunities for improving the effectiveness
of communicating with the public during an incident or emergency. The event would use
expert presentations, case studies, and demonstrations and include the following themes:
• The importance of public communications during environmental incidents
o Regulator duty vs public/media expectation
o Incidents at regulated sites
o Incidents at unregulated sites
o Natural hazard events
• Proactive and reactive communications
• Engaging with the media
• Engaging with social media
• The use of environmental regulator web presence
• Co-ordination with other emergency responders
• Ensuring the 24/7 availability of trained staff
• Ensuring the 24/7 availability of public communications channels
• Devices and systems
• Citizen Science – incident reporting and feedback

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which
projects and how they are related)
This mini conference was identified as required within the IMPEL project ‘Environmental
Incident and Emergency Response Project 2018/19’.

3. Structure of the proposed activity

3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
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A mini conference spanning two days (afternoon/morning). The event is likely to
attract around 25 participants and require an additional 5 presenters.

3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
The ability to contribute effectively to managing accidents and incidents is a key role of
environmental regulators.
The IMPEL Incident and Emergency Response project aims to determine the
effectiveness of current arrangements across EU regulators, identify shortcomings, and
promote good practice to mitigate those shortcomings.
The principal data collection exercise of the project is a questionnaire circulated to all
IMPEL members, supported by a workshop. So far, 19 countries have responded to the
questionnaire, and 14 people participated in the workshop. The results suggest that
regulators have, on average, only 60% confidence that their arrangements are effective.
Responses so far indicate weaknesses in regulation of sites, such as no requirement for
an on-site emergency plan, no permit condition relating to training and exercising,
shortcomings in incident debriefing and lessons learned, little assessment of the potential
impacts of natural hazards, and poor recovery planning.
The responses also highlight weaknesses in arrangements within the regulators
themselves. For example, only 21% have business continuity plans in place, only 31%
have guaranteed out-of-hours staff availability, fewer than 16% have 24/7 public
communications capability, only one third have incident training arrangements in place,
and just 16% are positive about their arrangements to debrief incidents and learn lessons.
Although most environmental regulators are not responsible for leading on public
communications, or for responding to incidents at sites they do not regulate, there was a
general acknowledgement that during an environmental incident, whether or not it was at
a regulated site, there would be significant public and media expectation of effective
communications from the regulator. This is not reflected either in well-established
communications channels and staff availability, or in clear roles and responsibilities
between the regulator and other responders. The environmental, human health and
reputational risks of this situation are evident. The project has identified enhancing the
capability and capacity of EU environmental regulators to communicate effectively with the
public during an incident or emergency as a high priority next step for the project.

3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
• Mini conference
• Report of the conference
3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
The project is a low risk project.
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4. Organisation of the work

4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be
confirmed prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Mark Wells (Scottish Environment Protection Agency)
4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
To be confirmed but includes members of the 18/19 project
4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None anticipated unless on own funds
4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None anticipated unless on own funds

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(exact)
25,000

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be co- 0
financed
25,000
Total budget

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Event 1
Mini conference
Date tbc
40 people
2 nights’ accommodation
Total costs for all events

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

14,400
(40*360)

9,600
(40*120*2)

1000
(40*25)

25,000

14400

9600

1000

25,000

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per
day)

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
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7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Yes

No

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:
Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
8.1 Indicate which
communication materials
will be developed throughout
the project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the enewsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

October 2018

1. Mini Conference

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

November 2019
(if + when necessary)
November 2019
November 2019
November 2019
November 2019

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract (dependent on project team members)

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is
required

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

All IMPEL members via invite

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

To be assessed as part of the project



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks

Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact
the IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in
PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2019/
Version: 1

Author(s): Simon Bingham
Date: November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
IMPEL

1. Work type and title:

Cross Cutting Expert Team Programme 2019/20

1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches 1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

•

Expert Team meetings to discuss
developments in ECA initiative, new
technology etc

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
Cross Cutting Expert Team Programme 2019/20
1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
XCET19/20

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)

2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
All primary Environmental Directives + the ECA initiative
2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
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2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review
Initiatives
3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and
the European Commission
2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

This area of work is needed to assist regulatory authorities implement the acquis; close the
implementation gap; adopt new technology and show value for money.

The meetings will be used to design a comprehensive and fit for purpose work programme
for 2021/2025.
2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)
To bring together IMPEL practitioners with a variety of roles to ensure the latest
developments can be shared to prevent organisations ‘re-inventing the wheel’ and wasting
public money by enabling them to reach the goal quicker.
This programme will allow more people to attend these meetings to help develop the forum.
2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which
projects and how they are related)
Previous XCETs

3. Structure of the proposed activity

3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
2 meetings per annum
3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
Minutes from meetings
3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
Meetings
3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
The project is a low risk project.

4. Organisation of the work

4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be
confirmed prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

Simon Bingham (Scottish Environment Protection Agency)
4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
tbc
4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
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Open to all expert teams
4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None anticipated unless on own funds

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(exact)
24,000

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be co- 0
financed
24,000
Total budget

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

24,000
0
24,000

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

7,200
(20*360)

4,800
(20*120*2)

0

12,000

7,200
(20*360)

4,800
(20*120*2)

0

12,000

2019 Total

14,400

9,600

0

24,000

Event 3
May meeting
Date tbc
20 people
2 nights’ accommodation
Event 4
October meeting
Date tbc
20 people
2 nights’ accommodation

7,200
(20*360)

4,800
(20*120*2)

0

12,000

7,200
(20*360)

4,800
(20*120*2)

0

12,000

2020 Total

14,400

9,600

0

24,000

Event 1
May meeting
Date tbc
20 people
2 nights’ accommodation
Event 2
October meeting
Date tbc
20 people
2 nights’ accommodation

(max €360 per
return journey)

(max €90 per night)

(max €25 per
day)

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
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7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?
7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:
Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
8.1 Indicate which
communication materials
will be developed throughout
the project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the enewsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

October 2018

1. meetings

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

November 2019/20
(if + when necessary)
November 2019/20
November 2019/20
November 2019/20
November 2019/20

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract (dependent on project team members)

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is
required

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

All IMPEL members via invite

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

To be assessed as part of the project



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks

Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact
the IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in
PDF.
Thank you.
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TOR Reference No.: 2019/
Version: 1

Author(s): Simon Bingham
Date: November 2018

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR WORK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
IMPEL

1. Work type and title:

IRI Programme 2019/20

1.1 Identify which Expert Team this needs to go to for initial consideration
Industry
Waste and TFS
Water and land
Nature protection
Cross-cutting – tools and approaches 1.2 Type of work you need funding for
Exchange visits
Peer reviews (e.g. IRI)
Conference
Development of tools/guidance
Comparison studies
Assessing legislation (checklist)
Other (please describe):

1.3 Full name of work (enough to fully describe what the work area is)
IRI Programme 2019/20
1.4 Abbreviated name of work or project
IRI Programme 2019/20

2. Outline business case (why this piece of work?)

2.1 Name the legislative driver(s) where they exist (name the Directive, Regulation, etc.)
All primary Environmental Directives including Environmental Liabilities Directive
2.2 Link to IMPEL MASP priority work areas
1. Assist members to implement new legislation
2. Build capacity in member organisations through the IMPEL Review
Initiatives
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3. Work on ‘problem areas’ of implementation identified by IMPEL and
the European Commission
2.3 Why is this work needed? (background, motivations, aims, etc.)

The IRI is a long running programme designed to support implementation in member
organisations through peer review. This work is required to ensure the continued success
of the project

2.4 Desired outcome of the work (what do you want to achieve? What will be better /
done differently as a result of this project?)

2019 - 4 IRIs including Estonia & Slovakia (2 countries yet to have an IRI), a small amount
of money to directly support the implementation of opportunities for development; a review
of the template and guidance to ensure both its continued applicability and increased
coverage of the regulatory cycle and delivery of a training package for new team leaders
and rapporteurs.
2020 - 4 IRIs, a small amount of money to directly support the implementation of
opportunities for development and a conference to launch the new template, celebrate
successes, advertise the project and seek further hosts for 2021 onwards.

2.5 Does this project link to any previous or current IMPEL projects? (state which
projects and how they are related)
Previous IRIs & template reviews.

3. Structure of the proposed activity

3.1 Describe the activities of the proposal (what are you going to do and how?)
Each IRI takes the format of a pre-review meeting with the host and the review
itself. A written report is produced.
3.2 Describe the products of the proposal (what are you going to produce in terms of
output / outcome?)
Eight IRIs, a new template and a launch conference. In addition, training new key
staff for the continued delivery of the project and providing direct support to
implement opportunities for development where requested.
3.3 Describe the milestones of this proposal (how will you know if you are on track to
complete the work on time?)
• IRI pre-meets, IRI & report
• New template
• Training completed
• Delivery of a conference
3.4 Risks (what are the potential risks for this project and what actions will be put in
place to mitigate these?)
The project is a low risk project.
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4. Organisation of the work

4.1 Lead (who will lead the work: name, organisation and country) – this must be
confirmed prior to submission of the TOR to the General Assembly)

IRI Ambassadors (Patricia Weenink, Michael Nicholson & Simon Bingham)
4.2 Project team (who will take part: name, organisation and country)
Various IMPEL members
4.3 Other IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None
4.4. Other non-IMPEL participants (name, organisation and country)
None

5. High level budget projection of the proposal. In case this is a multi-year
project, identify future requirements as much as possible
Year 1
(exact)
57,770

How much money do you
require from IMPEL?
How much money is to be co- 0
financed
57,770
Total budget

Year 2

Year 4

74,670
0
74,670

6. Detailed event costs of the work for year 1
IRI 1 - 2019
IRI Estonia
Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 2 - 2019
IRI Slovakia
Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 3 - 2019
IRI location tbc
Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 4 - 2019
IRI location tbc

Year 3

Travel €

Hotel €

Catering €

Total costs €

3240
(9*360)

3840
(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

525
(7*25*3)

7,605

3240
(9*360)

3840
(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

525
(7*25*3)

7,605

3240
(9*360)

3840
(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

525
(7*25*3)

7,605

3240
(9*360)

3840

525
(7*25*3)

7,605

(max €360 per
return journey)
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Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 2019 follow-up support
Hosts tbc (*2 events)
Dates tbc (*2 events)
5 people at each event
4 nights’ accommodation (*2)
IRI Template Review 2019
Two meetings
Dates tbc
7 people at each event
2 nights’ accommodation (*2)
IRI Training for new Team
Leaders & Rapporteurs
Two meetings (preparation &
training delivery)
Dates tbc
4 people at prep event & 10
people at training
2 nights’ accommodation (*2)

(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

3600
(5*360)*2

4800
(5*120*4)*2

750
(5*25*3)*2

9,150

5040
(7*360)*2

3360
(7*120*2)*2

700
(7*25*2)*2

9,100

5040
(4*360) +
(10*360)

3360
(4*120*2) +
(10*120*2)

700
(4*25*2) +
(10*25*2)

9,100

Total 2019 Programme

26,640

26,880

4,250

57,770

IRI 1 - 2020
IRI location tbc
Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 2 - 2020
IRI location tbc
Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 3 - 2020
IRI location tbc
Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 4 - 2020

3240
(9*360)

3840
(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

525
(7*25*3)

7,605

3240
(9*360)

3840
(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

525
(7*25*3)

7,605

3240
(9*360)

3840
(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

525
(7*25*3)

7,605

3240

3840

525

7,605
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IRI location tbc
Date tbc
7+2 people
4 nights’ accommodation *7
2 nights’ accommodation *2
IRI 2020 follow-up support
Hosts tbc (*2 events)
Dates tbc (*2 events)
5 people at each event
4 nights’ accommodation (*2)
IRI Conference 2020
Location tbc
Date tbc
4 people preparation, 50
people in conference
2 nights’ accommodation at
both events

(9*360)

(7*120*4) +
(2*120*2)

(7*25*3)

3600
(5*360)*2

4800
(5*120*4)*2

750
(5*25*3)*2

9,150

19,440
(4*360) +
(50*360)

12,960
(4*120*2) +
(50*120*2)

2700
(4*25*2) +
(50*25*2)

35,100

Total 2020 Programme

36,000

33,120

5,550

74,670

7. Detailed other costs of the work for year 1
7.1 Are you using a
consultant?

Yes

No

Yes

No

7.2 What are the total costs
for the consultant?
7.3 Who is paying for the
consultant?
7.4. What will the consultant
do?
7.5 Are there any additional
costs?

Namely:

7.6 What are the additional
costs for?
7.7 Who is paying for the
additional costs?
7.8. Are you seeking other
funding sources?

Yes

No

Namely:
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7.9 Do you need budget for
communications around the
project? If so, describe what
type of activities and the
related costs

Yes

No

Namely:
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8. Communication and follow-up (checklist)
8.1 Indicate which
communication materials
will be developed throughout
the project and when
(all to be sent to the
communications officer at the
IMPEL secretariat)

8.2 Milestones / Scheduled
meetings (for the website
diary)
8.3 Images for the IMPEL
image bank

What

By when

TOR*
Interim report*
Project report*
Progress report(s) 
Press releases
News items for the website*
News items for the enewsletter
Project abstract*
IMPEL at a Glance 
Other, (give details):

October 2018 (& 20)
November 2019 (& 20)
(if + when necessary)
November 2019 (& 20)
November 2019 (& 20)
November 2019 (& 20)
November 2019 (& 20)

Each IRI (pre-meet, IRI & report)

Yes

No

8.4 Indicate which materials
will be translated and into
which languages

Project abstract (dependent on project team members)

8.5 Indicate if web-based
tools will be developed and if
hosting by IMPEL is
required

No

8.6 Identify which
groups/institutions will be
targeted and how

n/a

8.7 Identify parallel
developments / events by
other organisations, where
the project can be promoted

On-going



) Templates are available and should be used. *) Obligatory
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9. Remarks

Is there anything else you would like to add to the Terms of Reference that has not been covered above?

In case of doubts or questions please contact
the IMPEL Secretariat.
Draft and final versions need to be sent to the
IMPEL Secretariat in word format, not in
PDF.
Thank you.
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